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ABSTRACT
The level of abstraction of the message and the

educational effects of five media presentations (Print, verbal sound,
print/pictures, print/verbal sound, and pictures/verbal sound) were
experimentally investigated. The media components were presented
singly or in combination to 6th grade students in a uniformly
controlled consistent environment. Measures of media preference,
learning from media, and attitude toward the scriptlearned were
statistically analyzed in relation to the five media presentations,
two reading achievement levels of the students, and two different
scripts. Results were traced to the media-message components of the
media presentation. Among the many findings were: students did not
necessarily choose the medium best suited for their own educational
needs. Also, the results of print/sound presentation did not concur
with results of previous research. However, high individual scores
were obtained from each of the five media presentations, a fact which
supports the inclusion of a wide variety of media in a media center
collection to meet individual differences. (WCM)
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INTRODUCTION

The problems of predicting which medium is most effective in

promoting student learning and which medium encourages the most

favorable attitude toward the learning experience are examined in

this study. It is hypothesized that some media are more effective

than print in promoting learning and in encouraging a favorable

attitude toward the learning experience. The purpose of this study

is to isolate factors which contribute to effective educational

communications,

First a communication model is formulated consisting of seven

elements: source of the message, sender, message, medium, channel,

receiver, and effects of the message. The weak links in many of the

media research studies examined tends to center around two areas of

the problem investigated: 1) message abstraction, the interaction of

the source of the message and the sender which results in the message

code, and 2) the effects of the ressage on the message receiver.

Previous attemnts have been made by others to develop a media taxonomy.

This seems premature because many commun on filAors had not been

included, in particular the following: 1) message codes, the

products of message abstraction, and 2) media-message components,

the products of interactions by message codes with sensory modality.

Results of this study are intended to increase knowledge relevant to

functions of selection, production, message design and guidance in

media use practiced by media sneclalists.
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Several factors related to the seven elements of the communication

model are examined in chapter one. In chapter two specific variables

are selected for study; 04 variables under study are defined, pre-

liminary procedures are described, questions are raised, and hypotheses

are stated with anticipated results. Chapter three consists of data

analysis procedures and statistical decisions. Conclusions are

nresented in chanter four without the statistical data along with

alternate hypotheses, limitations and recommendations for futher research.
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CHAPTER I

BACKGROUND, LITERATURE REVIEW AND RATIONALE

Historically there has been a division of labor within the

professions administering educational media services to schools. An

early text of school librarianship by Fargo referred to audiovisual

aids or just visual aids to instruction,1 implying two accepted values:

an emphasis on instruction rather than learning, and an attitude that

a message conveyed by any means other than print was in some way

inferior. An early AV text by Dent encouraged use of audiovisuals

"to facilitate the understanding of the written or spoken word"2 rather

than as information sources useful in their right. Fargo also sug-

gested that poor readers were the primary beneficiaries of the use of

audiovisuals.3 This suggestion is not supported by this study which

indicates that good readers benefit most from some audiovisual

presentations.

The print orientation appears to date back to the Middle Ages when

the emphasis on citing authority to iggitimatize one's thinking was

crystalized. Saettler states that in medieval times the role of intel-

lect in learning was stressed and the senses were held in suspicion

because reports based on sensory exnerience differed among indivuduals

and were therefore thought to be unreliable. At that time information

based on the intellect as portrayed in printed works was thought to be

reliable because it was stable and denendable.
4
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The librarian's traditional prejudice against "sensory" or visual

media was based on the mistaken notion, expressed by Ralph Ellsworth

in his book on school librarianship as recently as 1965, that all

communication can effectively be reduced to text. In Ellsworth's

opinion, tanes are no more than spoken tuA, microforms are text

reduced, and all visual communications are ultimately based on text.5

Similarly many librarians and other educators have been blind to the

realization that tape recordings can capture original sounds that

defy translation into print, and that still and motion photography

allow viewers to learn inductively from inferences based on iconic

relationships presented pictorially (or aurally) rather than to learn

deductively from symbols presented in a linear sequence on a printed

page.

Many audiovisualists, on the other hand, have regarded librarians

as keeners of books unwilling or unable to provide learners with

information in any form other than the printed word, which they also

regard as an inferior means of communication. The recently reported

findings of Kittilson in his doctoral dissertation, may reflect a

problem or prejudice of a more basic nature. He found that teachers

viewed audiovisualists as educational leaders and librarians as clerical

types. However, he found that teachers viewed male librarians as

educational leaders.6 Clearly there is need both for a role change and

a revised image based on broader media capabilities.

Several historical forces have contributed to a convergent course

for the roles nerformed by professionals involved with print and non-

print media. Title II of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act
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(ESEA) of 1965 encouraged the purchase of audiovisual media through

established school libraries, This incentive provided the encouragement

for school librarians to become actively involved in the process of

selecting and administering audiovisual media and AV related services.

The resulting expanded media services led to a re-conceptualizing of

the role of the school librarian. Ultimately the terms "media special-

ist" and "media generalist" were adopted to convey to educators the

expectation that the administrator of the school media center (formerly

school library) must be skilled in providing both print and non-print

(audiovisual) media services. The 1969 Standards for School Media

Programs adopted use of the tern media specialist. Approved jointly

by the American Association of School Librarians of ALA and the

Division of Audiovisual Instruction of NEA, these standards assigned

the media specialist an active role in working with the curriculum and

in nroviding greater skills and leadershin in the area of media

production.?

Increasingly there are resnonsibilities indicated in the literature

for the media snecialist to not only select educationally effective

media, but to be able to design effective educational messages as well.8

While concern for the ideal of selecting effective material based on

research findings which investigated user response has long been urged

by library leaders,
9

emphasis on designing and producing effective

media has increased greatly since 1965, culminating in the recommendations

of the 1969 Standards for School Media Programs which established these

duties for the school media staff in implementing the media program;
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Serving as instructional resource
consultants and materials specialists
to teachers and students

Selecting materials for the media
center and its program

Assisting teachers, students, and
technicians to produce materials
which supplement those available
through other channels

Working with teachers in curriculum
planning

Working with teachers to design
instructional experiences 10

6

The merging of roles of print and non-print media personnel has

been accompanied by an increase in concern for the needs of learners

as well as a more active role in aiding the programs of the instruc

tional staff. These expanded service roles must necessarily be

accompanied by exnanded media utilization skills based on predictive

knowledge concerning learning effectiveness of various media in a

given learning situation.

Ideally a medi& center would employ a staff with various capa-

bilities for selecting, designing and nroducing effective learning media.

However, with the current record of governmental agencies for reducing

funds for educational programs, school media centers are increasingly

being staffed by one media professional with professional education

for competencies in both school library and audiovisual services. To

support the educational programs that are evolving to provide these

comnetencies, current research investigations could aim to synthesize

theory and research findings of related educational fields with concerns

identified by the school library and audiovisual fields.
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LITERATURE REVIEW

Preparatory to identifying researchable problems relating to the

media concerns of present and future media professionals, doctoral

dissertations relating to school librarianship and school media were

examined. Twenty-four dissertations investigated some aspect of

audiovisual services. Most of these studies examined the role of the

media person in the school's program, feasibility of setting up

programs in a district, impact of audiovisual teaching programs, and

similar tonics. Two studies experimentally investigated learning from

media, and related results to other factors involved in the communi-

cation process. These two studies, directed by Wm. H. Allen and

conducted by Russell" and Daehling,12 were largely unsuccessful

because of several weaknesses in conception of the research design

and because of low reliability of the measuring instruments. However,

the researchers isolated several areas of concern which are worthy of

continued investigation.

An examination of related media research indicated many studies

which have implications for the educational media professions. While

none of these studies is directed toward solving the problems of the

educational media professions, this research provides an effective base

on which to design studies with direct application for professionals

working with educational communications.

Early media research un to World War II was characterized by

comparisons of learning from one given medium with learning from another

medium or from a lecture.13 During World War II and the immediate post-

war period extensive research was carried on to investigate the several
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effects of films, including psychological effects of propaganda,

effective production techniques, and methods of film utilization.14

Following these postwar film studies was a period of research into

learning from programed instructional materials and instructional

television.
15

In 1958, Title VII of the National Defense Education

Act and in 1965, Title III and other titles of the Elementary and

Secondary Education Act, led to funding of numerous research studies.

The effectiveness the federally funded nondirective research

grants offered through these acts is questionable when one examines

the "isolated and independent studies" nroduced by grant recipients.16

While precise pronosals were required to obtain a grant, no attempt

was made to encourage in -depth research into the most relevant

problems of the educational media professions." Uevertheless, this

previous research has set the stage for a synthesis of concerns

relating to educational media communications. riith this synthesis,

directed federal funding could support a concentrated in-depth effort

to solve problems of educational media communications similar to the

vast strides made in the physical sciences18 first by individual researchers

such as Louis Pasteur, who as a non-subject specialist was able to

develop strong inference studies which solved problems of fermentation

where subject specialists had failed,19 and later with federal programs,

such as the Manhattan project which developed the Atomic Bomb. An

example of the low inference studies currently coming out of the media

field, are studies with a concept of media which has allowed media

presentation mode and message code variables to exist unrecognized as

rival hypotheses within the same general concept. Identification of
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these and other communication variables which must be considered before

one can construct a strong inference study is continued below.

RATIONALE

Examination of the limitations of previous research findings

should indicate to educational media researchers the importance of

specifically defining variables to be investigated, drawing up

testable hypotheses, rigorously controlling the experimental environ.

ment and data analysis, arriving at conclusions which suggest new

testable hypotheses, and communicating results with implications

which satisfy the concerns of practicing media professionals.

Concerns of media center personnel persistently mentioned in

current library literature, relate to the performance and/or

supervision of the following operations:

1. Selection of school media appropriate for learners of different

abilities, in various subject areas, and for identified learning

objectives.

2. Message design of appropriate code, content and form of communi-

cation to meet specifications of teachers and students in relation

to curriculum needs.

3. Production or creation of media to meet instructional requirement3.2°

Media selection and production and message design must result in

communication tools which effectively elicit desired learning behaviors

from students. To accomnlish the functions of providing effective

communication tools, the media specialist must be capable of making

decisions based on uninue nualities of media and predictable responses
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of learners based on the relationships of several variables. In the

literature of instructional technology, formerly called the audio.

visual literature, much attention has been given to a "systems approach"

to instructional media research.
21

The scope of this research is

involved with the entire communication Process. Traditionally the

communication process is considered to have three variables: sender,

message and receiver. With the development of communication technology,

the number of variables is commonly inc;*eased to five: sender, message,

channel, receiver, and effects. This communication model is well

illustrated with a statement by Lasswell:

Who
Says What
In Which Channel
To Whom
With What Effect?22

Two additional variables must be considered for an educational

communication model: source of the message, and medium as distinguished

from channel. The seven elements of this expanded communication model

are as follows: source, sender, message, medium, channel, receiver,

and effects. Lasswell's statement can thus be expanded to read as

follows:

Who

Says What
From What Source
In What Form
In Which Channel
To Whom
With What Effect?

In educational Practice, each of these variables has numerous

subfactors which if not recognized are often intervening variables in

an experimental situation. Particular attention must be naid to the
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effect of the communication in present-day media research.

The sender-communicator variable may include such factors as

concepts or message the sender desires to communicate, intended

outcome of the communication, psychological relationship of sender to

receiver, and many otht.r factors. If, for example, it is not recog-

nized that the intended message and the message received are not

identical, results of the communication are vulnerable to numerous

misinternretations.23 Sender variables must be either carefully

varied and tested or held constant in any successful experiment.

The message variable consists of the content of the communication:

knowledge or information, understanding, attitudes, skills, or in fact

anything that has meaning. For the media specialist we can add to

this variable the sub-factors of message design, code, content, and

other factors. Message design begins with learning goals: defining

the nature of the message to he communicated, establishing specific

terminal behaviors of receivers of the message, selecting nresentation

elements which will lead to desired behavioral effects, assembling the

most favorable media component combinations and media-mix of presenta-

tion devices to communicate the message effectively, and arranging an

effective presentation environment.24 Learning coals can be formulated

after the model of the taxonomies of educational objectives: cognitive

domain: knowledge, comprehension, annlication, analysis, svnthasis and

evaluation;25 and affective domain: receiving, responding, valuing,

organization, characterization of a value system.
26

Or goals may be

11

formulated after other models of tvnes of learning, such as Gagne's

eight tvnes: signal learning, stimulus-resnonse learning, chaining,
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verbal-associate learning, multiple discrimination, concept learning,

principle learning, and nroblem solving.27 Undoubtedly numerous

experiments would he needed to discern which media would be most

effective for each learning goal relating to the above objectives,

even if all other factors are held constant.

Numerous other message factors must also be considered. The

internal elements, arrangement and structure of a message offer addi-

tional possibilities for research with implications for media production

even more than for selection. The outcome of such research would lead

to recommendations as to which aural, visual and verbal elements

combine, sequence and complinent one another well to result in an

effective learning tool.

Message code is another internal device which can result in a

confounding of variables. Message code, discussed more fully later,

is the method of abstracting the communication from the source or

reality base of the message and the level of abstraction from the basic

source of exnerience. Messages nay be coded in three ways (see

Diagram 3, nage 34) 1) Primary or natural code messages are abstracted

from sources which could be experienced directly by the learner. While

these messages are not transformed bv the recorder of the message,

sensory imnressions are necessarily limited by the message recording

devices which currently record only limited stimuli for senses of sight

and hearing. Sound recordings, still and motion photographs, and

video tape recordings of natural sounds or objects are examples of

pririar" code messanes. 2) Svnthetic code messages are abstractions
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once removed from the primary code. These messages may resemble the

primary code message closely or be entirely unrelated to experiences

obtained naturally through the senses as they are nroduced or trans-

formed by the message creator. Music and artistically created graphics

or realia are examples of synthetic code messages. 3) Linguistic or

symbolic code messages are abstractions twice removed from the source

of experience. Experience is first transformed into ideas in the mind

of the creator and then translated into words or symbols before the

receiver has contact with the message. Snoken words and printed

symbols are examples of the symbolic code.

Message can also be analyzed in regard to level of abstraction of

concepts communicated. Diagram 1, page 16, shows two possible methods

of abstracting knowledge from experience. It should be noted that at

the primary level of reality, here called the process level, the message

receiver has p) definite knowledge or even experience. According to

Hayakawa, scientific inference has allowed most observers to conclude

that the objects cf.' our sensory experiences consist of possibly an

infinite number of narticles which are beyond the range of our unaided

senses, and are much smaller than molecules, protons or electrons.28

Concrete objects of our experience interact with our nervous

system in such a manner as to convey a finite nattern of sensory im-

nressions. Thus sensory experiences of humans are relatively similar

even though limited by our individual senses, just as the senses of

the human snecies are limited when compared to the senses of other

animals as for examnle the hearing ranee of dogs. Furthermore, Hayakawa

states, our sensory exnerienceS are limited by our cultural expectations.
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According to Havakawa, Our senses often reject what our culture feels

is unimportant or imnroper. Before our sensory exneriences can be

communicated, they must be subjected to another limiting factor that

may lead to further distortion: our thought processes. Ideas and

concepts result from our experiences, but these ideas are never com-

pletely communicated by the words or images selected to convey our

messages. The ideas are less than experience because our senses do not

record all of experience in a way the brain can translate into words,

and ideas are more than experier:e because the brain contributes asso-

ciations not inherent in the exnerienix.29 If the sender-communicator-

recorder of a message chooses the print method of communication, he

must translate his ideas of exnerience into words, thereby discarding

many details of the exnerience level as the words he chooses are

necessarily based on his ideas of the exnerience. Similar objects of

exnerience may be grouned together by use of words, when successively

more abstract terminology is used. For examnle, a horse named

Secretariat may be called a horse, which eliminates many details about

that narticular horse. Other details would he eliminated if he were

referred to as a thoroughbred, a huadruned, an animal, or an organism.

Collectively he could he grouned with racehorses, property, assets,

investments, wealth or even the gross national product.

This process of abstracting may be counterproductive when examined

in light of our educational goals, if print is the only method of

communication utilized. Not infrequently, so many details are abstracted

out of a print message that the original experience is completely

eliminated.
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Using newer media, the nrocess of abstracting knowledge follows

a similar pattern with an important difference. Diagram I shows that

communications consisting of media-message component combinations are

still based on ideas of experience which may not be entirely communi-

cated by the verbal and iconic components selected to convey the

massage, but these components also include sensory exnerience details

eliminated by the print medium. If Secretariat is the subject of a

film about horses, he is also likely to be present when other horses

are shown. The concept of racehorse is created by showing him in action.

The property concent is created by showing Secretariat in relation to

the proud owner. Wealth is also inferred from a concrete relationship

and higher order abstractions can result from the use of montage, the

piecing together of sections of film in a meaningful pattern. The

incidental details included either accidentally or intentionally in

nictures or on a sound track allow the message receiver to place

additional values on, or even formulate his own internretation of, the

experience which is the basis of the message. This fact accounts in

cart for the revolution in lifestyle evidenced by some members of the

first generation to be raised with continuous access to television and

film as suggested by McLuhan.3°

As Jussim points out neither print nor the newer mass media are

able to record for more than two of our senses, and it is becoming

increasingly obvious that the method by which we receive our nrimary

source of knowledge helps to shape our thinking patterns.31 The addition

of artificial or synthetic code sensory stimuli, such as a sound track

of mood music, nav increase the cultural bias or nronaganda effect of
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LEVELS OF ABSTRACTION
IN EXPERIENCE AND IN COMMUNICATION

Read from the bottom UP
for increasing levels of abstraction

PRINT onnER

With each successively more
abstract concept, words
convey successively fewer
characteristics of the object
of exnerience.

Gross National Product

Wealth

Property

Racehorse

Morse

Secretariat

MEDIA VOSIAC

Words used in combination
with iconic representations
of experience, include the
primary objects of experience
and thus fewer characteristics
are eliminated.

Montage of Secretariat's winnings/
other wealth indicators

Picture of owner receiving winning
nonev check

Picture of Secretariat with his
owner

Picture of Secretariat racing

Picture of Secretariat with other
horses

WORD IDENTIFICATION LEVELS

NAME IDENTIFICATION LEVEL

IPictures of Secretariat

IDEA OR TdOUGHT LEVEL

EXPERIEt)CE LEVEL

Sewn/ interchanges

PROCESS LEVEL

Molecules, atoris, etc.
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our perception of the recorded experience. The use of print with

English and other ftronean languages results in letters following each

other to form words, sentences, Paragraphs, pages and chapters all

arranged in a left to right linear sequence which has resulted in a

detachment which has enabled us to think in fragmented assembly-line

terms and thus develrp modern technology. On the other hand it has

resulted in a society which is able to talk peace and make war simul.

taneously with no obvious contradiction to some receivers of official

messages because words actually take precedence over action. The

nress release rationalizations have more power of conviction than do

bombing missions. McLuhan's theoretical discussions suggest several

hypotheses for research into the effects of media - message components

as well as the message carrier (media) on both the tfsitights and

attitudes that are stimulated or created hi media use.
32

The message

factor can also be examined from the aspects of subject matter or topic,

type of story such as narration or exposition, and difficulty level.

It is conceivable, as evidenced by some learning research, that both

message code and media presentation mode should vary with subject matter.33

Synthetic codes such as line drawing granhics may nrove to be consistently

more effective for abstract subjects such as mathematics or chemistry,

while primary code messages may produce more effective results with

subjects such as the natural sciences. 34 Difficulty level may show

similar trends with symbolic codes encouraning Netter results for more

difficult material. The less concrrte messapp codes may also favor

exnosition over narration. All of these factors are as yet largely

untested.
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Media variables are frequently analyzed from the viewpoint of

presentation mode characteristics, which range from three-dimensional

objects and realia to either still or motion projected visuals to

signs, symbols, concepts and words. Combinations of sound and projected

visuals result in different learning potentials and LicLuhan suggests

that researchers can expect to find subtle differences in psychological

responses toward an identical message presented by sound motion

pictures or by sound video visuals because of the difference in

definition of the image.35 Diagram 3, nage,34 helps demonstrate a relation

between message Lode and media presentation mode. Message code may

become a confounding variable for researchers investigating media

Presentation modes in several ways. Some of the ways this confounding

can occur are discussed below.

For research purposes it is inadequate to classify media by

sensory media presentation modes alone. By examining Diagram 3, page

34, it can readily he seen that an "audiovisual" may consist of several

message code combinations: two linguistic codes (spoken words and

nrinted words), two synthetic codes, or two nrimary codes; one

synthetic code and one linguistic code (music and print, or spoken

words and picture graphii;s), one primary code and one linguistic code

(natural sound and printed words, or snoken words and photographs),

one primary code and one synthetic code (natural sound and graphics,

or music and photographs), etc. These are but a few of the nossible

simple combinations of media message components, all of which could be

lumned under the headline of two comnonent audiovisuals or sometimes

called two channel audiovisuals because one audio and one visual
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Presentation device are used to present the message to the learner, In

addition, numerous triple or multiple combinations of components may

be used together to form an "audiovisual".

Previous field research with educational media has too often

failed to recognize that message code is potentially a confounding

variable for media presentation modes.36 It is insufficient to con-

clude that two component or two channel audiovisuals are more or less

effective in promoting learning than a one component medium without

identifying which message codes were employed with each of the media.

It is not uncommon for media producers to include messages of all

three codes on a single sound track, but researchers doing field studies

have not yet sufficiently nrohed the effects of message codes used

singly or in combination to attribute diffelences in learning effective-

ness to use of snecific audio message components. Visual components

offer even more of a challenge for the educational media researcher to

insure control of extraneous variables, Not only must he consider

Presentation factors of still or motion or graphic inages, but graphic

images may be in two or three dimensions. Also motion pictures present

mod.e images than a similar presentation of still pictures. Motion

pictures nresented on a screen in a darkened room have a clearer and

more highly defined image than motion pictures nresented on a television

screen. Images in color or in black and white have also been found to

Produce different learning natterns,37

In regard to graphics, the researcher must consider detail of

the images. line drawings have 'teen shown to he more effective than

elahoratelv detailed images for concept learning in sale experiments.
38
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The factor of image size for visual messages enters into studies where

print or nictures are used.39

The number of possible exneriments involving comparisons of media-

message components alone, numbers in the hundreds of thousands if

annroached haphazardly. Researchers must use strong inference studies

to arrive at useful conclusions in fewer experiments. Even using

strong inference comparisons, many carefully controlled and coordinated

experiments must be conducted to approach the goal of predicting

learning effectiveness based on the use of specified media-message

comnunents. It would also be desirable to relate results of media-

message comnonent exnerinents to channel and receiver-learner variables.

Channel variables are often thought of as the machinery or devices

that nresent the medium to the receiver. Channel may, however, also

include the Physical facilities and the nersonal elements which contrib

ute to completion of a comnunication process. Analysis of audiovisual

enuirwient variables is the most mechanical of media study variables.

While nractitioners are continually evaluating and reevaluating equip-

ment as new items reach the consumer market, there is still room for

more research on the effects of equinment on the learning Process.

Variables such as volume, intensity, distortion, and other physical

characteristics of both sound and visual messages as well as size,

weight, ease of oneration in units of time or number of mistakes, and

other factors relating to oneration of enuiprient are readily available

for comnarative nurposes. Additional eouinment ontions, such as a zoom

lens, which offer flexible use of enuinment in different settings, may

he examined in relation to both physical and channel factors.
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Equinment and physical facility variables tend to merge into a

single variable as one considers such factors as built-in speakers,

sound-proof projection booths, rear screen projection centers,

listening centers or stations with earphones, study carrels, remote

control devices, etc. The physical aspects of channel variables such

as room size, heat, lighting, ventilation, presence of doors and

windows or carpeting, color, texture, and materials of the surfaces

enclosing the space used for the media Presentation, and other tangible

facto,,, form pitfalls because of possible extrancs variables unless

calculated as factors for investigation. Other channel variables

include size and composition of the group using the medium; learning

can be exnected to differ when use is individual rather than group.

Size of group may alter learning differences as potential for distrac-

tions increases and sense of individuality is lost in the group.

Heterogeneous sex groupings may produce differences in learning on

some subjects when comnared to groupings of a single sex. Similar

findings may be expected from grounings by mental ability, subject

achievement, age, maturity or other factors.

As Yet it is unclear what effect interaction of users has on cog-

nitive and affective resnonses to media. Subte group interaction may

heighten enjoyment of film and television communications that are well

matched to receiving audiences and increase disturbances when communi-

cations are not well matched to audiences. Media users reading nrinted

words may he better hehaved because they are less able to interact with

other users. In the case of nresentations to children, the nerson

Presenting the media may have a nrounounced effect on the receiver-
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learner's relation to the medium. Research has concluded that some

learners achieve more for a teacher with whom they can identify in

regard to sex, race, or some other factors.
40

Enuipment utilization techniques, learning cues or strategies,

teacher expectations, and other presentation interface techniques or

devices are all channel factors to he controlled or tested to reduce

extraneous variables and to increase generalizabilitv of results.

Receiver-learner variables are potentially the most important

variables in educational media research if the media professions are

concerned with the goal of predicting media use as a tool for individ-

ually nrescribed instruction. Learner variables most commonly considered

in educational research are such factors as age, grade level, mental

ability, subject achievement (such as reading achievement), and other

factors base(' on standardized tests. External factors such as socio-

economic standard (SES), race, national origin, marital status of

Parents, home environment, etc., are also used to correlate to learning

factors. Unioue personal characteristics such as motivation level,

extrovert-introvert tendencies, verbal tendencies, media preferences,

etc., are some factors considered for testing in relation to learning

and media.
41

At nresent there are few measures of unique Personal

characteristics that are sufficiently objective to serve as a basis for

experimental study.

Development of imnroved measurement criteria and tools must be

high priority if researchers are to measure the effectiveness of media

as motivational devices to substantiate such claims as the one that film

is a motivational tool psychologically related to the dream.42
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Media "taxonomies" have been developed in tentative form by some

media theorists. The purpose of these attempted "taxonomies" has been

to relate the unique characteristics of specific media to identified

instructional goals. To date the attemnts to develon a media taxonomy

have met with little success. Briggs, et. al., based their taxonomy

on nagne's eight Vines of learning.43 Allen based his attempt on six

other tunes of learning.
44

Others have taken different approaches

based on the physical characteristics of the equipment renui red for

media use.
45 There has been little consistency in annroach and the work

has been based on insufficient identification of media characteristics.

Thus no media taxonomy has been created which meets renuirements of

media theorists and practitioners.

Logically a media taxonomy should relate existing learning taxon-

omies if it is to he an effective tool for suggesting use of media-

nessage components in an educational situation. Such a relation might

be similar to one depicted with Diagram 2, after Douglas & Douglas46 in

relation to Bloom's Taxonori" of Educational Objectives: Cognitive

,47
and Krathwolh's Taxononv of Educational Objectives: Affective

Domain. 48

Were a media taxonomy to effectively relate to the cognitive and

affective taxonomies, it would form an additional len in the third

diriunsion directly above the ideal learning path. The media mix - or

combination of nrint, aural and visual media-message components - best

lends itself to attaining connitive and affective noals desired for the

learner to achieve. However, for media to form such a relation, it

wc....1 be necessary for media-nossane connonents to form a linear
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DIAGRAM 2

A HYPOTHETICAL MEDIA TAXONOMY
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relation among themselves. At present there is little evidence to

indicate that such a relation exists. In addition, relation among

comnonent variables would have to remain constant as other sender,

message, channel and receiver factors vary.

The nossibility of other communication variables remaining

constant as media variables change, seems remote when one considers

such educational theories as Piaget's observations on child

development.° It seems Mghly likely that preschool and early

primary school children, going through the developmental neriod of

preparation and organization for concrete operation, respond dif-

ferently to media mixes from children over age seven or eight who have

passed into the developmental stage of formal or concrete operations.

Rather than a linear relationshin among media variables, research is

more likely to supnort a developmental theory of media use similar to

the educational practices developed and utilized by Maria Montessori,5(/

which allow a child to manipulate concrete objects until his psycholog-

ical develonment allows him to graduate to more abstract means of

communication.

The above discussion suggests little possibility of developing a

media taxonomy based on the relation of media factors alone, not because

media offer few possibilities for analysis, but because so many other

variables must be considered alone with media variables. It is more

possible that strong inference research investigating the entire range

of communication variables will nrovide a solid base for developing a

taxonomy of educational media communication.
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SOMMARY

The literature suggests that school librarians must become media

specialists capable of making decisions concerning media selection

and production and message design based on unique characteristics of

media-message comnonents and predictable responses of learners.

Source, sender, message, media, channel, receiver, and effects

variables relating to educational media communications research were

examined from a divergent viewpoint to present a broad overview of

several possible factors which must be considered in any research in-

vestigation. While this overview was in no way intended to be

comprehensive, a sufficient number of variables were identified to

suggest that media Practitioners will not he successful if they consider

only media variables. Media researchers must contrast and relate the

entire range of educational communication variables to create evidence

of the possibility of developing a taxonomy of educational communications.
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CHAPTER II

PROBLEM, HYPOTHESES A PROCEDURES

PURPOSE OF THE STUDY

This study was designed to investigate both media presentation

mode and message code characteristics of a media presentation with a

goal of investigating possible relations between type of media

Presentation and reading achievement characteristics of the student

media user.

Three tvnes of data were collected for analysis in this study:

a preference score, a learning score and an attitude score. The

learning portion of the study examined the connarative overall effec-

tiveness in*nromoting learning of five media presentations which con-

sisted of combinations of three cells on the media-message component

diagram, Diagram 3, nage 34. These five media presentations were

chosen to allow the researcher to make inferences relevant to questions

posed in the problem statement below.

The learning nortion of the study was based on a recall and com-

nrehension test given to compare the relative effectiveness in promoting

learning of the five media nresentations. Effectiveness of the media

presentations was in turn traced to the components from which the

presentations ere formed. Effectiveness of media presentations was

also analyzed in relation to the reading achievement level of media

users, and two criot tssatic.i v,ere Used L chew fu- cwisistencv of

results,
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Previous to administering the nresentations, a preference poll

was taken of the participants, and following the learning test an

attitude poll was taken, These polls were administered to check for

correlations between 1) students' preference for a medium and learning

outcomes, 2) students' media preference and their attitudes toward

material learned, and 3) effectiveness o? media in promoting learning

and students' attitudes toward material learned.

MEDIA PRESENTATIONS

The five media presentations were based on two comercially

produced sound filmstrips. They were composed of three media-message

comnonents: verbal sound, verbal print, and realistic graphic art

pictures. The sound and pictures were unchanged from the commercially

nroduced version, and the nrint was transposed from the verbal sound

track. The media presentations were composed of the three components

used separately or in combination as follow:

1. PRINT: slides of a printed nage of the verbal message were

projected on a screen at the front of the room for students to read,

2. SOUND: a tape-recorded verbal narration of the script message was

Played to the students through earphones.

3. PRINT/PICTURES: the picture slides which accompanied the verbal

message of the original sound filmstrip were projected simulta-

neously with the print slides used for (1).

4, PRINT/SOUND: the Print (1) and sound (2) messages were presented

simultanL4usly through the use of a tape recorder with an automatic

advance signal synchronized with the slides.
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5, 'PICTURES/SOUND: the nicture slides of the original sound filmstrip

were presented in synchronization with the original sound track (2)

using an inaudible advance.

MEDIA-MESSAGE COMPONENTS

A descrintive analysis of the media-message components which form

the basis of a media communication is included at this point because

media are most frequently categorized by their physical characteristics:

a) by sensory mode, usually only as either audio or visual; or b)

by equipment needed for presentation. For the purposes of this study,

message code is also recognized.

Media-message components are identified as a combination of one

snecific media nresentation mode and one specific message code. As

shown in Diagram 3, the media presentation code may include one or more

of the following types of presentations: audio, still or motion pro-

jected visuals, or still graphic visuals. Message codes include 1)

primary or natural code messages which are abstracted from information

sources that could be experienced directly by the learner, 2) synthetic

code messages which are abstractions once removed from the primary code;

as these messages are produced or transformed by the message creator,

the message source is not available to he experienced directly by the

learner, and/or 3) linguistic or symbolic code messages which are

abstractions twice removed from the message source because they are

translated into a form which cannot t,e understood without a learned

knowledge of the code,

fly traci,i f!ffcctiveness rf orPsentations uack to nedia-

message components rather than just to presentation modes, precision
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DIAGRAM 3

MEDIA-MESSAnE COMPONENTS:
SEVERAL RELATIONS AMONG

MEDIA PRESENTATION MODES AND MESSAGE CODES WHICH
FORM INDIVIDUAL MEDIA-MESSAGE COMPONENTS

34

Media Presentation Mode

Message Code

AUDIO VISUAL--rnrrrn---------zrarmr--
STILL MOTION

Primary or
Natural Code

Natural

Sound
A

Photographs
Dl D2 D3

Synthetic
Code

Music. e:.1.

13 El

Graphic's

E2 E3

Linguistic or
Symbolic Code

Spoken
Words

C

Printed
Fl

Symbol s

F2 F3

DIAARAM KEY

A. "Natural" sound

B. "Created" sound

C. Snoken words

Dl. Projected still pictures

P2. Projected motion pictures

03. Photographic prints

El. Projected still graphics

E2. Projected motion graphics (animated films)

E3. iranhic art works or nrints

Fl. Projected still nrinted words

F2. Projected timed or animated Printed %fords

F3. Books and works or nrinted words
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in analyzing ingredients of a successful media presentation is in.,

creased. To keep the sample size small for the present study, only

three comnonents are examined in this exneriment. Additional exper-

iments are needed to continue an analysis of the interrelationships

of the components identified as well as to supnort the results of the

nresen study. 4

The three comnonent cells examined in the nresent study are as

follows: C (snoken words), El (projected still graphics) and Fl

(projected still printed words). The three cells are used in five

combinations to form the five media presentations: 1) C is spoken

words or sound, 2) Fl is printed words or print, 3) El and Fl form

print/pictures, 4) C and Fl form spoken words with pictures or

nictures/sound, and 5) C and El form spoken words with pictures or

nictures sound. Other media presentations which could be created from

combinations of the three component cells were not used in this study

because of limitations of time, subjects, and resources available to

carry out the experiment.

EXPLANATION OF DIACIRAM 3 CELLS

CELL A

Recordings present sound messages in their primary or natural form.

This may include animal sounds, machine noises, etc. The receiver of

the message needs to know no intellectual code to adequately

experience the message, esnecially if the sound is synchronized with

related visual messa9es (Dl, 02, 03). The messa9r1 may he enhanced

by audio or visual verbal description of the message content (C, Fl,

F3).
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CELL B

Recordings present sound messages created to evoke some response from

the receiver of the message. Music or sound effects may be used alone

to create a mood or with visual or audio messages as background or

cover sound. Understanding of the synthetic code may enhance the mean-

ing received but is not necessary to experience the message. The role

of synthetic audio messages in promoting cognitive learning is a

problem ripe for investigation.

CELL C

Recordings present linguistic messages which have the desired effect

on the receiver only if he understands the linguistic code.

CELLS nl, D2 & n3

photographs ',resent a message in natural code. There is evidence that

the receiver needs an intuitive knowledge of the coding selection process

to understand the message content, kit he needs no intellectual knowl-

edge of the code. Whether the message is projected with still (Dl) or

motion (D2) nictures or granhically nrinted or produced on a more

Permanent surface nay influence learning because of image size, selection

ontions, montage, and presentation environment as well as number of

images presented to the learner.

CELLS El, E2 & E3

Graphics differ from nhotographs in that they may be embellished or more

selective of details, thereby increasing attention to desired objects.

natural photographs may also he transformed or combined to achieve a

learning effect different than was available in the original photo-

graphs. A knowledge of the synthetic (graphic) code may increase

learning from granhic code presentations.
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CELLS Fl, F2 & F3

Printed svimbols are presented for the receiver-learner to comprehend

at his own rate and with his own capabilities (Fl R F3), possible

within a given time limit. Timed or animated controlled presentations

of nrinted symbols (F2) are presented in a sequence so that the

receiver can attend to only a selected message at any given time as

done on the Sesame Street television program.

IMPORTANCE OF THE STUDY

By tracing results about effectiveness of media to the media-

message comnonents which make un effective media, this study may ben-

efit media professionals involved in media selection, message design

and media Production by increasing knowledge of contributions made by

different comnonents toward creating an effective media communication.

Examination of media effectiveness in relation to reading achievement

focuses on problems related to selection tasks, guidance in media use,

and creation of educationally effective media productions.

The correlations between nairs of measurements: media preference,

media learning and media attitudes, have implications concerning the

extent to which students are able to effectively choose media which

contribute to their own learning goals and the extent to which they can

be more effectively guided by media professionals to sources of knowl-

edge which meet their Personal learning needs.

PROBLEM STATEMENT

Three media-nessage comnonents are used singly or in combination

to form five media nresentations administered to test the effectiveness
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of the comnonents' contributions toward promoting positive affective

and cognitive learning responses relative to the reading achievement

level of the learners. The purpose of the study is to progress toward

answering the questions stated below:

1. Do students learn more effectively from some specific medium

relative to other media? Are media learning scores equal?

a. Are two comnonent media presentations more effective than

single component presentations?

b. Are two component audio and visual presentations different in

effectiveness than a two visual component presentation

utilizing two different message codes? (With two component

nresentations, is the number of modes relatively more or less

important than the number ^f message codes in the presentation?)

2. Are there interactions among media presentations and reading

achievement levels? Are some media relatively more effective for

one reading achievement level than for the other level?

3. Are results consistent from one script message to another?

4. Do students indicate nreference to use specific media in a media

center? Are media preference scores equal?

5. Do students' attitudes toward a script vary according to the medium

from which they learn the script? Are media attitude scores equal?

6. Are there correlations between sets of data: media preference

scores, media learning scores, and media attitude scores?

a. Do students learn relatively better trom a media' for which they

indicate a use nreference?

h. Do students' attitude; toward a script vary accordinu to true
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media preferences they indicated prior to learning the script?

c. Do students' attitudes toward a scrint vary according to the

effectiveness of promoting learning of the medium from which

they learned the scrint?

HYPOTHESES AND ANTICIPATED RESULTS

1. Media learning scores are expected to indicate that media presen-

tations composed of different medianessage components and used to

present nearly identical script messages, produce different learning

effects.

These differences are expected to be found:

a. Single component media: rrint alone and sound alone are expected

to he the least effective media nresentations because fewer

sensory stimuli are available to present information cues to

the learner. Predictions are based on surveys of research

reported by Briggs.1

b. Two component media with pictures: media with both verbal and

nictorial messanes are exnected to result in the most effective

learning of the five media based on reading studies of visual

imagery using verbal and pictorial paired associations. These

studies reported and analyzed b! Levin found that recall was

better if material was more concrete than abstract and if the

learning strategy facilitated formation of a dynamic, active

rcla ions;lin brAwt,t:n ndirs of cords or nictures.
2

Thus visual

images coupled with verbal messages were exnected to contribute

to a Potentially dynamic relationship hetween messages to

facilitate recall.
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c. Two component medium without pictures: for high achievement

readers the simultaneous presentation of two verbal stimuli

is expected to result in an inhibiting effect which reduces

learning where conpared to the two comnonent media with

Pictures. This prediction i3 based on an interference

effect hyeothes'oed in research reported by Levin and Kaplan.3

For lcxi ochiPva.ent adixs the literature left considerable

doubt as to Ha*. rc:sults to exnc,:t, Lon-lc:ally and intuitively

it is expected that nrintOnund provides an easier learning

task for low aohievPnpnt readers than does either 21±ot or

sound alone, as the sound would aid them in maintaining a

reading nace that facilitates comprehension and print provides

an additional stimulus for remembering.

2. Interactions among media presentations and reading achievement

levels aee, expected to indicate that presentations with print, are

more effective for hioh achievement rediers and presentations with

verbal sound are more effective for low achievenent readers, if

other factors are equal.

a. High achievine readers were expected fin learn relatively better

from nrint and lot" achieving readers relatively better from

sound. This nredicted interaction was indicated by data re-

norted by Levin4 and Cooper and naeth. 5

b. An interaction of rictures sound dud ....../21cluresprintr related to

reading achieverent of students is exnected to correspond to

the interaction nredicted for the single component media above.

3. Treatment effects due to difkrences in scripts arc equal for nearly
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enuivalent scripts.

Similar scrints are used as a check for consistency of effects of

media. Cecause similar scrints are used no interactions among

scrint, reading achievement, and media presentation factors are

exnected.

4. Students are exnected to indicate nreferences as to I-hich of the

five media they would most nrefer to use in a media center.

Intuitively, lt is anticipated that students' most prefer to use

media with nictures.

5. Media attitude scores are expected to indicate that students'

attitudes toward material learned vary according to the medium

from which the scrint was learned.

Intuitively, it is expected that students' attitudes toward material

learned tend to be more favorable if media with nictures presents

the material.

6. Correlations between nairs of data sets are expected to indicate

relations between media preference, learning, and attitudes

resulting from the learning exnerience. Correlations are calculated

and stated only to r'rovide some basis for continuing research

related to students' preferences, learning and resulting attitudes.

Carefully designed statistical studies must be performed before

inferential conclusions may be stated.

DEEMBIONS

1. MEDIA PREITRENCL SCORES (P): These are the rank scores of students'

indicated preference for using each medium relative to the other

four media.
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2. MEDIA LEARNING SCORES: These are scores based on items of the

recall and comprehension test given immediately after exposure to

one of the five media nresentations.

3. MEDIA ATTITUDE SCORES (A): These are scores based on positive or

negative resnonses to positive or negative statements about the

script as related to the media presentation, implying the influence

of the media presentation for promoting favorable attitudes toward

the scrint learned.

4. MEDIA PRESENTATION: This term is used in preference to the term

channel, which includes more variables, to indicate the specific

combination of media-message components and form of the message

presented to the learner.

5. MEDIA PRESENTATION MODE: This refers to the either audio or visual

mode of contacting the senses of the message receiver and the method

of nresenting the visuals, as still or motion projected pictures

or as more nermanent graphic works.

6. MESSAGE CODE: This is the specific tune of abstraction of knowledge

utilized by the message sender to form a communication of information

content. Three message codes are identified below:

a. PRImARY OR NATURAL mu: These messages are audio or visual

records of sound waves or light rays exactly as they are

received from the message source.

b. SYNTHETIC CODE: These messages are audio or visIal records

of sound waves, graphics or three dimensional objects produced

or transformed h', a message creator.

c. SY1BOLIC OR LimrsTir CODE: These messages are audio or visual

42
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records of words or symbols which stand for the ideas from the

mind of the Person who experienced the message source.

7, MEDIAMESSAGE COMPONENTS: As a media presentation may be formed

from a number of media nresentation nodes and a number of hessage

codes, a comnonent is identified as an intersection of one media

presentation mode with one message code on Diagram 3, page 34.

Thus the mediaemessage coponent is seen as a basic unit of a

media presentation; thus a thorough analysis of the co.inonent must

serve as a basis for uederstar:aieJ media effectiveness.

8. MESSAGE: This is the content or information of the cormunIcation

experi ence.

9, MEDIUM: This is the material which forms the physical shape that

conveys the content of the total corinunication.

RESEARCH DEsinu

The exnerimcnt as dh to test the relations among tnree factors

in leurninn an identical script message from different sedia presentations:

Factor 1: Media presentatiens: Five media vu compared to ascertain

their ref: ttlp eFfqcti,fenes..; for nronotinq learnio, of the

nane resnani:.

Factor 2: Reading achie/enent: :Aufien'..s were 6ivided into above tiff.

ano !"..low the mediAn re ding achievment groups to

compare the relative effect:4eness of media fur students vith

different reldinq cv:hievevirmt characteristics.

Factor 3: Script: oo:-,ages qere use, to isniatil evidonce

of hiz,thLt. n,:latiq4; effccr:vLn::s of Wiid 1-dS consistent

for scrhlt r!ith snailar OaNcteristics and could
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DIAGRAM 4

RESEARCH DL IGN:
TWENTY COMBINATIONS OF MEDIA PRESLNTATIONS (ti),

READING ACHIEVEMENT LEVELS (R), AND
SCRIPTS (S) FORM THE DIFFERENT TREATMENT CONDITIONS

44

Media Presentation Modes

Reading

Achieve-
ment

Script

M
1

Print t

112

Sound

M
3

Print/
pictures

M
4

Print/

sound

M5

Pictures/
sound

R
1

High

S1 111 112 '113 114 115

S
2 121 122 123 124 125

R2

Low

S1
211 212 213 214 215

S2
221 222 223 224 225

nu16
Nu320
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thus he generalized beyond the materials used in the study.

A 5 x 2 x 2 analysis of variance design was the basis for calcu-

lating sample size. Allowing a 5% nossibility of error in falsely

rejecting the hypothesis under test (K::.05) and a 90% chance of

sunnorting the alternate hypothesis when it should in fact be supnorted

Qii:::,90), it was calculated that sixteen subjects would be needed for

each cell in the design (n=16) for a total of 320 subjects (N=320).

Dianram 4, nage 44, nortrays the research design for which the sample

was calculated (see Appendix III for the calculations).

THE POPULATION OF SUBJECTS

Subjects were drawn from the sixth grade classes of two Madison,

Wisconsin nublic middle schools. STEP scores (Standardized Tests of

Educational Progress) of reading achievement served as a basis for

blocking students into reading achievenent groups of equal numbers.

Within the readinn achievement blocks, subjects were randomly assigned

to one of the five media nresentations and then to one of the two

scrints within the media presentation condition. Boys and girls were

assigned in equal numbers within each reading groun and within each

treatment as nearly as nossible. Enual assignments of the sexes was

employed to control for nossible differences in interest tolard the

subject matter but was not analyzed as a factor in the design. New

students without STEP reading achievement scores were assigned by

their reading teachers to reading achievenent groans. Some students

were rthissioned to a different ET:iiding bloc,: because their teache,

were convinced they hdd un)91.,,sed or fdllen hAind since STEP tests

were adninistered.
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SELECTION OF SCRIPT MESSAGES

To provide a link between media exneriments in the field of reading

and audiovisual media exneriments, i` was decided to base the present

research on commercially produced materials but to compare results with

those obtained using laboratory materials. Sound filmstrips were

chosen as base materials because they could readily be broken down

into sound, Pictures and print comnonents. Criteria for selection of

the material to he used were the following considerations:

1. Materials not currently available to students for media center or

classroom use were examined. Materials with a 1972 copyright were

Previewed and collections in the district's schools were checked.

Materials not currently in the school's IMC's were considered for

use in fae study.

2. Subjects were examined only if not included in the school curriculum

for at least two years, not used as a special interest topic in the

classrooms studied, and not a focus of interest for recent mass

media newscasts.

3. Narrative and expository materials were to be tested on the children

in a pilot study.

4. Two scrints with most. rharacteristics nearly equivalent were to be

comnared for the nurnose of checking for consistency of results.

New materials sent to the Madison School District for preview were

examined to select the two sound filmstrips which best net the above

criteria as the basis fol- the five wedia bresentations.

Of materials available for previet, those on flative Anerican Indians

most nearly fit the above rendrefients. Native Americans were not
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studied in the Madison curriculum after third grade. Since only recall

and comnrehension items were included in the measurement instruments,

pre-testing procedures were able to minimize the possibility that re-

membered material would confound results. The pre-testing described

below outlines nrocedures employed to prevent confounding of test

results with information nreviously learned.

DEVELOPING MEASUREMENT INSTRUMENTS

Two filmstrip series, "American Indian Legends" (narrative) and

"American Indians of the Plains" (expository history), were tested on

sixth grade children not involved in the final study. The process of

selecting the snecific titles of filmstrins to be used in the study was

tied in with the develonment of measurements which could effectively

measure dependent variables for use in analysis of the study.

1. Sound filmstrins were shown to students to determine whether

interest level was suitable for the sixth grade age level. Four

filmstrins, two from each series, were selected as having met the

interest level requirement. A measurement instrument for each of

these filmstrins was develoned.

2. Measurement instruments for one legend and one history were tested

on different grouns of children randomly assigned to the grouns.

A ceiling effect was evident for the test of the legend. As addi-

tional test items could not readily be added, the legend filmstrips

were eliminated from consideration,

3. Measurenont instruments of 30 itetls each for the two his

scrimts were tested on a grout) of thirty students who had not seen

the sound filmstrips. All items that students knew or guessed
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rinht were eliminated from the test.

4. New test items were added to bring the number of items on each test

to fifteen. All items were tested on an additional thirty students.

If more than one person of the total sixty got a test item correct,

it was eliminated from the final version of the test.

5. Two additional tests, a media preference poll and a script attitude

scale, were created. After similar pre-testing procedures, the

number of items on the script attitude scale was reduced from six-

teen to eight.

Annendix I includes the tests and related information.

RELIABILITY OF MEASUR711ENT INSTRUMENTS

Scores from one hundred nretest subjects were analyzed using the

Kuder-Richardson reliability coefficients formula. Reliability coef-

ficients for three tests are given below

INSTPmENT

American Indians of the Plains
Their History .85

How They Lived .68

Attitude Poll .79

The reliability coefficient is internreted by Ebel as an expression

of the ratio of the variance of true or accurate scores to the variance

of obtained scores. Tests with the above reliabilities would get 81

to B7 rer cent agreement on assigning subjects to two groups. For a

five category distribution such as a grading system, Ebel nredicted

about a fifty-nine to seventv-two per cent agrecmcnt.6
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DEVELOPINn CONSTANT PROCEDURES; THE TRIAL EXPERIMENT

The exneriment was nlanned so that each subject would he admin-

istered the treatment and tested individually. However, since federal

funded grants for annlicable educational research were frozen before

the exneriment was implemented, the hirinn of exnerimenters to complete

the research as planned was not possible; so students were treated

and tested in (mops of anproximatelv six at a time, the researcher

administerinn all treatment and tests. The trial exneriments described

in this section were conducted exactly as the final experiment was to

be conducted so that irregularities would be eliminated from the

nrocedures.

The trial nresentations with N=60 subjects were made to develop a

nrocedure for administering treatment nresentations which would be

uniform regardless of which presentation was administered. Chairs

were Placed in two rows so that students could not see the face or

naner of the student ahead of or beside them. Earphones were used

with all nresentations, to listen with during the nresentations with

sound and to eliminate distractions during the nresentations without

sound. Linhts were on during the testing neriod and off during the

period when students were exnosed to the message. Blinds were drawn

at all times.

A tare recorder with a synchronized inaudible slide advance was

used as the timing device for all nresentations. Even when sound was

not nlaved aloud, the inaudible track of the tare was used to advance

slides. This enuinmcnt assurred that each growl of students ould

receive the nresentation in the same lennth of time regardless of which

mediun was used.
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An onening statement was developed to impress students with the

desirability of being as truthful as nossible on the nuestionnaires and

to be as accurate as thc:y could on the test, not for good grades but so

they would help the school district discover which media were best for

them. A closing statement requested students not to discourse with

other students about the study. If asked what they did, students were

instructed to answer only that "we answered some questions."

At the conclusion of the trial experiment, the researcher was

satisfied that the opening and closing statements were uniform for all

presentations, that equipment would operate smoothly to present each

of the ten media conditions, and that the environment was consistent

for all presentations. The two hundred subjects used durIng the de-

velopment of tests and treatments were from the same schools but from

different classrooms from those used in the final study to minimize

nossible discussion of the experiment.

SCHOOLS IN THE STUDY

As indicated by a median score of 61.5 on the reading section of

the STEP test, students tended to score higher than average in reading

achievement. The rafwe of scores, however, reflects evidence of a

wide range of educational development in the student body. Scores

ranged from one to 99 with a disporportionate number of 90 plus scores

drawn from the immediate neighborhood of the two schools where many

students come from homes of university faculty members. Other students,

bussed to the school from another area of the city, tended to contribute

to a more balanced distribution of scores.
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As the nopulation of students tended to have better than average

reading achievement skills, results of the study may have tended to

minimize treatment differences due to differences in reading achievement

skills. While this may have reduced chances of finding interactions

between reading achievement and other factors in the study, there should

have been no effect on comparisons among media nresentations except

to make results more easily generalizable to better readers and there.

fore possibly older students.

PP ACHIEVEMENT nRouPs

As the median STEP reading achievement score for students involved

in the study was 61.5, students above that score were classified as

high achievement readers. Those below the median were classified low

achievement readers. Within the two achievement groups, students were

assigned to participate in one of the five media nresentations and only

one scrint groun,

SCRIPT CONTENT GROUPS

After students were divided into reading achievement groups and

randomly assigned to media presentations, they were randomly assigned

for exnosure to one of the two scripts. An absence of interactions

among media presentation, reading achiewient and scrint message factors

was looked for as evidence of consistency of results to allow general-

ization oT conclusions beyond materials used in the study.

TREATVENT CIR(O

In the experinclit, each tleatmont qroun consisted of An al/P.riii)

of six subjects from two (Jiff:went classrom3, usually including three
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high achieving readers and three low achieving readers and both boys

and girls. However, random assignment resulted in some variation in

composition of the treatment growls.

To minimize the possibility of discussion of the experiment among

past and future participants and for administrative convenience, all

subjects in a given classroom were tested during two nearly consecu-

tive class days. Thus the second day of experimentation was in some

measure denendent upon the first dal/ chosen, but time of day was chosen

entirely by random assignment.

DATA COLLECTION

The researcher was narticularly relieved that the current cone

frontation at Wounded Knee, S.D. began after the study was completed.

Data collection occurred between the inclusive dates of Monday, Feb. 5

and Thursday, Feb. 21, 1973. Occupation of Wounded Knee by Native

American tribesmen began on Feb. 27, 1973. Students in the study were

coincidentally nrovided with a timely historical background for the

confrontation. Had the confrontation occurred during the course of the

study, it may have provided an intervening historical variable which

would have destroyed the credibility of the study.

ADMINISTRATION OF MEDIA PRESENTATIONS AND MEASUREMENTS

Subjects reported to the testing room according to a schedule

given to the teacher at the beginning of the da". Each group was con-

fronted with treatment.; and tests in this order:

1. A media oreference poll Was administered to eacii groun to identify

a ranLing of relative nrefurcncc fur each of thi. five: The
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test, included in Appendix I, was administered orally and students

were asked to choose which medium they thought they would like to

use best in a media center, second best, and so on down to least.

The resulting scores are referred to as media preference scores.

Time of administration was three minutes.

2. Subjects were exposed to one of the two script messages via one of

the five media presentations. The environment of the room was

consistently similar for each of the five presentations regardless

of equipment or conditions required. Students wore headsets,

lights were out, and they faced a projection screen at the front

of the room at each session regardless of whether sound or visual

images were used in the presentation. Students were seated in two

lines of chairs over three feet anart to minimize visual and

social interplay. Projection and recording equipment was located

at the rear of the room away from students' line of vision. Thus

it was inconvenient to watch air/thine other than the researcher

when he was administering tests or the screen when the media pres-

entation was made. The timed media presentations lasted twelve

minutes,

3. A factual test was presented orally to the students to measure

immediate recall and comprehension. Students were encouraged to

answer in a few words or short phrases to minimize differences in

writing ability. Test administration time was ten minutes.

4. A poll vas Oven to unparn student attitudes toward stateilieuts

about 04; script content. FrorA diFVcrences in scorns, the influence

of the mdium tiL t uresentej tied sfciot on enouragiuu students'
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nositive or negative attitudes toward the script could be inferred.
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CHAPTER III

DATA ANALYSIS

The material in this chapter includes primarily a description of

statistical procedures used, data summaries, analysis of data, and a

brief statement of results. Numbering of hypotheses tested in this

chanter corresponds to numbering of nuestions and hypotheses stated

in Chanter II and questions discussed in Chapter IV. This is done to

permit the reader to proceed directly from Chapter II to Chapter IV

to examine internretations and conclusions, facilitating reference

from conclusions back to results of data analysis.

Hypotheses are stated before each test in the form of predictions

rather than in null hvnotheses form to indicate not the statistically

tested hypothesis but rather the results that are exnected.

HYPOTHESIS 1:

Media learning scores are expected to indicate that media presen.

tations composed of different media-message components and used to

nresent identical scrint messages, nroduce different learninn effects.

HYPOTHESIS 2:

Interactions among media presentations and reading achievement

levels are exnected to indicate that Presentations with print are more

effective for kion achievement reader;; and presentations with verbal

sound are more effective for low achieverient reauers if other factors

are equal.
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MEDIA LEARNING SCORES

Immediately after the media presentation was completed, a media

learning test of recall and comprehension was administered to each

student in the study. The annendix has a cony of the tests for each of

the two scripts. Paw scores were transformed to T scores before the

tests were analyzed to put all scores on the same scale. A T score is

a standard score based on data with a mean of fifty (50) and a standard

deviation of ten (10).

A split-plot analysis of variance design was used as the basis

for analyzing and reporting results. Data were also analyzed by a

three-way analysis of variance design as originally planned, but ad-

ministration of treatments in grouns rather than individually resulted

in a violation of the independence assumntion for individual scores

which necessitated a change in the aripropriate experimental unit to

group scores (see No. 3 below).

Assumptions for the split -plot design include meeting the following

conditions:
1

1. Random selection of subjects from the treatment population.

2. Random assignment of subjects to trea.ments.

3. Independence in administering treatments to treatment units.

4. Independence in assessing performance of subjects.

5. Normality of the distribution of the treatment Populations or

large sample size.

6. Equal variancus and r:obmrilort-s.

fuu exwerirAJnts validly utilize rindon selerlinn from the population

for uhich the results art: to he 0:nurdlizud. ThiS e4urluent WLOS nu
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claim in that regard, but random assignment has been maintained scru-

pulously with the exceptions noted in the previous chapter.

The indenendence of administering treatments applies to treatment

groups rather than to individuals with this design and is not violated;

independence of assessing nerformance of subjects was maintained strictly

by the nrocedures described nreviously.

Normality of the distribution of the parent population is compen-

sated for by large sample size as discussed by Donaldson as he describes

his studies on the robustness of the F-test.2

The test statistic used with the split -plot analysis of variance

Mean Square TreatmentsaMSTr
design is as follows: F=

Mean Square Error MSE

Data comnutations are based on scores included in Appendix IV,

Reading level cells in the split-plot design were proportionate even

though treatment group numbers differed. Roman numerals are used as

symbols for calculation formulas as described below:

Ims1X2=(individual grown scores snuared then summed)

II=t0(groun scores summed then snuared and divided by the number
of individual groups, 88)

's2
Ills= -717 -(media group sums squared then summed ano divided by the

" number of reading achievement levels, 2)

ii/T= gis(treatment level sums snuared and divided by the number of

' II individual groups in that treatment, 16 or 20)

ZR2
HID= -Tr w(reading level totals snuared then summed and divided by

G the number of treatment groups, 44)

tv
TR
=pi p(treatment by readinn level cell totals squared then

m
Tp divided by the number of groups in the cell, 8 or 10)
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Data computations are as follows:

I = 228,841.579

II n 220,264.079

IIis = 222,933.177

IIIT n 221,172.499

IIIR = 224,520.817

IV
TR = 225,566.321/

Sum of snuares between groups Ins - II = 2669.098

Sum of squares treatments = HIT II n 908.42

Sum of squares error between groups II IIIs IIIT = 1760.678

Sum of squares within groups - I Ins n 5908.402

Sum of snuares 'inn achievement III - II 45 4256.738

Sum of squares T x R IVTR IIIT - IIIR + II 137.084

Sum of squares error within groups n I HIT IIIS IVTR

1514.580

Sum of squares total n I II = 8577.500

Calculation of mean snuare valuvs are obtained by dividing the sums of

squares by the appropriate degrees of freedom. These calculations are

most easily reported by including the calculated scores on an analysis

of variance table. This table begins at the top of the next page.

The decision rule for rejecting the hypothesis under test is as follows:

With c(=.05 and four degrees of freedom for treatments and thirty-nine

error degrees of freedom, reject the hypothesis under test if

F > F4 39(,05 }x2.62.
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TAME I

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE COmPUTATIONS ANALYZING min EFFECTS OF MEDIA
PRESENTATION TREATMENTS Ann INTERACTIONS AMONG TREATMENTS AND

READING ACHIEVEMENT

Source of variance Degrees of
Freedom

Sun of
Squares

Mean Square F

Between grouns 43 2669.098

Treatments 4 908.420 227.105 5.03*

Error 39 1760.678 45.145

Within groups 44 5908.402

Reading

achievement 1 4256.738 4256.738 (not

tested)

T X R 4 137.084 34.271 <1

Error 39 1514.580 38.835

Total 87 8577.500

* A statistically significant difference was found.

Decisions: 1) As 5.03 is greater than 2.62, re.iect the hypothesis that

there are no differences among treatments.

2) As the T X R effect is less than 1, do not reject the

hypothesis that interactions among treatments and reading achievement

groups are statistically equal.

Post Hoc Analysis: Tukev's nrocedure for making most hoc comnarisons
....... ......

between pairs of means is used to isolate differences between effects

of media presentations. Tukei.i's .;rmula for determining a critical

[value is as follows: C.V.. rcov

n
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Decision rule: Within the Q=.05 hypothesis error rate, 39 error degrees

of freedom, MSE=45.145, and the harmonic mean (M=5+(1/8+1/8+1/8+1/10+

1/10)=8.695, assume a statistically significant difference between pairs

of means if the difference is greater than the critical value, where

C.V.* /(4.045)4N4 = 4.583.

Data: Means in T scores

(nrint) = 46.385

7; (sound) = 46.815

X3 (nrint /pictures) = 48.827

(nrint/sound) = 53.376

7; (pictures/sound) = 54.045

The higher scores indicate that greater learning has been achieved.

Pictures /sound, was thus found to foster the most effective learning.

To find statistically significant differences, the critical value may

he subtracted from the highest mean score. For nictures/sound, 54.045 -

4.583 = 49.462, and as this number is larger than the mean scores for

print, sound, and nrint/nictures, it can be assumed that pictures /sound

was more effective in this exneriment than the two single comnonent

media and nrint /pictures.

The next highest score was for nrintJsnund. Subtracting the critical

value from the mean, 53.376 - 4.583 = 48.793, it can he noted that the

mean for nrint/sound is statistically higher than the means for nrint

and for sound, but not higher than the mean for nrint/nictures.
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No other statistically significant differences were found between

nairs of the five means. Print and sound may be assumed tit he equal,

and nictures /sound and nrint/sound may also he assumed to be equal.

Print/nictures was midway between the two more effective and the two

less effective media Presentations, but statistically different from

nictures sound only.

HYPOTHESIS 3:

Treatment effects due to differences in scripts are mill for

nearly equivalent scripts.

Script factor: Using the Kruskal-Wallis nonnarametric analysis

of variance by rinks described in the next section, no statistically

significant differences were found between the two scripts or among

interactions of the scrint factor with the reading achievement or media

presentation factors using an error rate of mu.01.

Results of these analyses were essentially the same as findings of

a three-way analysis of variance of individual scores.

HYPOTHESIS 4:

Students are exnected to indicate Preferences as to which of the

five media they would most prefer to use in a media center?

MEDIA PREFERENCE SCORES

Before the media nresentation was administered to each treatment

group, a media preference poll was comnleted by each student in the

studv. A cow/ of this noll is included in Annendix I. !tankings for

each of the choices were sitiAud across tie 32) tit442cts rankinq
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the choices for a total media preference score. The Friedman nonpara-

metric rank test was the procedure used for statistical analysis. The

Friedman test is anpropriate for use if the following experimental

assumntions are met:

1. Random assignment is used to place subjects in treatment
levels.

2. The underlying probability distribution is continuous.

3. Data (numbers) contain at least ordinal information concerning
the effects of the independent variable.

The following test statistic was used in data analysis:

x2 im 12 N(ER)2] 3n(k+1),
A
.2

is the Chi Square
nk(k+1)

value of matched ranks.

Decision rule: With a= .01 and 4 degrees of freedom among the five

media choices, reject the hypothesis under test (Ho) if ) gol, 4=

13.277.

Data: The data needed for the test statistic are the sum of ranks(2R)

for each media choice, the number of subjects (n) and the number of

choices (k). These data are summarized as follows: R1 (print)=723;

R2 (nictures/sound)=765; R3 (sound)=1002; R4 (print/nictures)=1121;

R
5

(nrint/sound)=1189; n=320; k=5.

Test: X-? = [(723)2+(765)2+(1002)2+(1121)2+(1189)23
320(5)60(5)6

-3(320)6 =217.9

Decision: ReJect Ili al 217.9 >13.277, assume that sLudenti do in fart

have pojc;i:nce:, for ifft or mrAia in a rcdia center. Post hoc ar-41!/sis
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isolates these preferences.
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Post Hoc Analysis: These procedures are used to make simultaneous

comparison of all mean ranks (11) of the five media preference choices

without exceeding the .01 error rate of the hypothesis. Chi Square

(X2) value used in the decision rule for testing the hypothesis and

the estimated variance of the contrast Var (P) using the formula

C.V. 1141(1-lx)Var vhere Var (*)45 and 4=2.

For pairwise contrasts of mean ranks, Var 011=

Thus C.V. v/13.277(.0156)=.455.

Data:

rr (print) =2.259

1111 (nictures/sound)=2.390

1.3 (sound)=3.131

(nrint/nictures)=3.503

ifs (nrint/sound)=3.715.

2 =.0156.

Decision rule: Within the cx=.01 error rate for the hypothesis under

test, assume a statistically significant difference between pairs of

mean ranks (1.1-11).) if differences are greater than .455.

By adding the critical value to the lowest score which is for

nrint, an upper level of a statistical confidence interval is obtained.

Scores greater than that number are statistically different from the

lowest score. FN. print, 2.259+.45C2.714. Thus with gw.01 it can be

assumcd that s-tt-r!cnts' preference for njo7ure.;/sound is no differcnt

than their nr,3fervw:e for Erint al the man rank for Licturils[inund is

less than 1.714. The thrue wan ranks fur sound, orint/pictures and
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print/sound are greater than 2.714, so we can assume these media are

less preferred than print.

For Diamiaml, 2.3904..455=2.845. This value likewise indi.

cates Preference for pictures/sound over the three less preferred media.

The only other statistically significant difference in preference

showed sound, 3.131+.455=3.586, to be statistically preferred over

nrint/sound, 3.715.

HYPOTHESIS 5:

Media attitude scores are expected to indicate that students'

attitudes toward material learned vary according to the medium from

which the scrint was learned.

MEDIA ATTITUDE SCORES

The final measure collected from each treatment group was the

media attitude score. A test of attitudes toward statements about the

script learned was niven immediately after the media learning tests were

coll^cted.

The statistical nrocedures used for analysis of this data was the

Kruskal-Wallis one-way analysis of variance by ranks. Scores for the

media presentations were summed and ranked and the following tpst

statistic was used:

(114 -3(N+1)
110=1) (1.4 )

Assurnntions for the Kruskal-Wallis test are the same as for the

Friedman test used in the fiest section of this chanter. 7he Friedman

test is used for matches data scores or choices aNd the Krusical-dllis
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is used with unmatched date.
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Decision rule: To analyze main effects of media attitudes with QA.05

and 4 degrees of freedom among the five media treatments, reject the

hypothesis under test (Ho) if H> X2(15.4=9.49.

Data needed to conduct analysis are the total number of subjects

(N), the number of subjects per treatment (n), and the sum of the

ranked scores for each treatment (ER).

Data:

2:Ri (print) = 11,490

ER2 (sound) = 12,027

21R3 (print /pictures) = 10,723

ER4 (print/sound) = 7830.5

1.74 (pictures/sound) = 9289.5

N=320

n= 64

Test:

H = .0001168 (8,425,985.914) 9E3 n 21.15.

Decision: Reject Ho as H n 21.15 > x2 m 9.49, assume that different

attutudes result from the use of different media presentations. Post

hoc analysis of pairs of means isolates the differences in attitude

as related to snecific media presentations.

Post hor tinalvsis: Ner,;envi's or)ccdure for post hoc Analysis of results

allows for simultanelous cuknarison of all contrasts without exceeding

,U5 error rate for all the hvnothesis. The critical value
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determined by Nemenvi's procedure is C.V. sibI k-1 Var(Vr) where

Var(1,P)=1 n("1)
= 8560 3.1a2 is 133.75 5: a2 with 3: al! or just

12

a
2 is the coefficient of means used in the contrast.

For the contrasts tested below both simple and complex comparisons

are used. (a2=2) is the coefficient for a simnle contrast of two means.

(a2=1.25) is the coefficient for a complex comparison of four means

with one mean. (a2=1) compares tuo means with two others and (a2=.833)

cormares three means with two others. Examples are in the next section.

Therefore, four contrast variances and four critical values are cal-

culated below.

Variances of contrasts:

Var(1P) (a2=2)=267.5

Var( ) (a2=1.25)=167.188

Var(V.e) (a2=1)=133.75

Var(P) (a2=.833)=111.44

Critical values for contrasts:

C.V.(a2+2)21 19.49(267.5) = 50.384

C.V.(a2=1.25) = '9.49(167.188) = 39.832

C.V.(a2=1) = /9.49(133.75) or 35.627

C.V.(a2=.833) = 9.49(111.44) = 32.503

Decision rule: If the difference between mean ranks of the contrasts

exceeds the critical values calrulated above, assume significant

differences in attitude score for the cuntrasts within the 4.;(.05

error rat(.: f!.Aft hqnotticsi:;
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Data: Pj (print) al 179.531

172 (sound) = 187.922

11.3 (print /pictures) se 167.547

Tr
4

(print /Sound) = 122.352

125 (nictures/sound) = 145.148

68

Tests of contrasts: These significant differences were found among

the contrasts tested.

A(a2=2) = 171-74 = 57.18. As 57.18 > 50.384, assume that

attitudes resulting from nrint/soundwere different from

attitudes resulting from nrint alone.

W2(a2=2) = Ir2.11:1 m 65.57. As 65.57 > 50.384, assume that

attitudes resulting from print/sound were different from

attitudes resulting from sound alone.

(f 3(a2 =1) _ //1412 /'445 gi 49.98. As 49.98 ) 35.627, assume
2

that attitudes resulting from print/sound andpicturest

sound were different from attitudes resulting from print,

alone and sound alone.

n^.
r4(a41.25) .J.L.tr'25L45.4 - = 47.68. As 47.68 ) 39.832,

assume that attitudes resulting from printisound,were di f

ferent from attitudes resulting from the other fowr media

nresentations.
A

Y15(a233,833)
1±
7125

%+F5
= 44.58. As 44.58 > 32.503,

assume that attitudes resulting from print/souod and pictures_

sound were different from attitudes resultina frow the other

mOia,
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In all of the above cases lower scores indicate a more favorable

attitude toward the scrint. Therefore, most favorable attitudes toward

the script resulted from the nrint/sound presentation followed by the

nictures sound media.

Interactions: Using the method described by Bradley,
3

three analyses

were conducted at Otn.01 to look for interactions among media, reading

achievement, and script factors. Inclusion of the reading achievement

factor produced a significant H, but no interpretable interactions

were found.

HYPOTHESIS 6:

Correlations between nairs of data sets are exnected to indicate

relations between media preference, learning, and attitudes resulting

from the learning experience.

CORRELATIONS BETWEEN SCOPES

The Kendall Tau Coefficient was used to correlate results of the

three previously analyzed measurements. Assumntions for the Kendall Tau

include continuously distributed ranks, no tie scores, and that all

Possible permutation of scores are equally likely to occur.

The Kendall Tau test statistic is as follows:

S=(number of times rankings agree in order about a pair)

(number of disoreements in order or rankings about a pair).

(,) 2(Huolber of invfx5iiim),

71-67-a 1 nui 171-7 nai rs
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Decision rule: Internretation of the Kendall Tau will be done as

recommended in Hays4 by stating directly the obtained positive or

negative correlation and explaining whether the two scores compared

serve as favorable or unfavorable indicators for anticipating a

correlation.

Data: Numbering for the medil presentations utilized for the purpose

of making the correlations is as fellows:

1 u print,

2 a sound

3 u print/pictures

4 = printleal

= nictlaTIL2und

A. Preference and learning score correlations

Preference:

Learning:

Inversions in scoring order are found by counting the number of

times lines to choices cross. On this table there are eight :nver.ions.

Thus: S 1= (i) 2;8) A -6

P. negative correlation indicated tha.. it is nrLbill.A.: that, the

3;:;Ir'1t tn:N t1;,-4 t:m

best frzl,
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Preference:

Attitude:
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Preference and attitude score correlations

71

Eight inversions are also rresent in this table.

Using the same nrocedure: To -.6

Again the negative correlation indicates that it is probable that

the medium a student nrefers to use will not be the medium that will

result in the best attitude toward the script learned.

C. Attitude and learning score correlations

Attitude:

Learning:

Two inversions are present on this table.

Thus: S = - 2(2) 10-4 = 6

er = =

The positive correlation of .6 indicates that it is probable

students will have the best attitude toward a script learned from

a medium that is effective for them.
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CUMULATIVE ERROR RATE

72

The error rate associated with the hvnotheses tested by the above

procedures are as follows: OC=

Media Preference Scores .01

Media Learning Scores

Treatments .05

Treatments x Reading Achieve. .05

Scripts (interactions) .01

Media Attitude Scores .05

Interactions .01

TOTAL .18

The cumulative error rate indicates that there is less than one

chance out of five that one or more of the decisions resulting from

the ahove analyses was based on the false rejection of the hypothesis

under test.
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CHAPTER IV

CONCLUSIONS, ALTERNATE HYPOTHESES
RECOMI:ENDATIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH AND SUMMARY

74

By examining the questions nosed and hypotheses stated in Chapter

II in relation to the statistical decisions stated in Chapter III,

conclusions for the exneriment are formulated and stated below.

1. Do students learn more effectively from any media relative to other

media?

Based on analysis of the media learning scores, media presentations

nictures/sound and print/sound can he assumed to he more effective than

either print or sound alone but not more effective than the print/

Pictures prevntati on. Because the conclusions regarding pictures/

sound presentation was a predicted result and the finding concurs with

the results of Levin's research, on which the prediction was based,

there is no reason to question the finding by posing alternate hypoth-

eses. There are, however, trenaf; in the data which suggest further

comparisons of this medium with other media. These trends will be

discussed in a later section discussing interactions.

Findings related to the print/sound presentation were not pre-

dicted and did not corresnond with results of reading experiments upon

which the predictions were based. Trend results of the 2sinysictures

and AtLenrtind preseutdtious kiere reversed from results of the reading

studies, although statistical analvsiL, showed no difference.
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important difference in administration of presentations between this

experiment and the reading studies may explain differences in trend

results. This experiment included no attempt to induce a strategy for

learning based on instructions as to how to utilize the message of the

medium conceptually. As a strategy was instructed to students in the

reading experiments, the difference in results may have been due to

the fact that the presentations were administered without instructions.

Other alternate plausible hypotheses must be considered which may

account for the difference between trends and nredictions.

Alter, hypothesis 1:

The timed nresentation favored the nrint/sound,presentation over

the print tizickiresnresentation for scripts of the length used in this

study. Because advancement of the slides was keyed on a track of the

sound tape recording, the nrint/sound presentation was advanced at an

optimum rate which may have encouraged optimum attention by many students

using the presentation. The print pictures presentation was changed

too nuickly for slow readers to have time to examine the pictures ben-

eficially. In fact it is possible that students who looked at the

nictures first were diverted from reading the print message completely.

Ano;.Jler exneriment would be needed to test this alternate hypothesis

adrJquatelv.

Alternate hypothesis 2:

Randomization procedures resulted in a chance assignment of unequal

sarnies. The only method of testinr! this possMilitv available to the

r;:seiti,hur was tr; cxaoin- the sor;:s serv'e:1 ac t'ithlS for
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random assignment. While trends indicated that the subjects assigned

to the print/pictures presentation did in fact have a slightly lower

mean score than subjects assigned to the other presentations, there

were no significant differences among the five mean scores. Thus it

must be assumed that randomization procedures were effective and did

not result in biased samples.

Alternate hypothesis 3:

The type of question asked on the learning tests favored the

print /sound nresentation. This possibility was analyzed by examining

the answers to all of the test questions. It was found that students

answered about half of the questions with specific words or phrases

which were included in the written and spoken texts of the print and

sound media-message components, but were not necessarily evident from

an examination of the picture component alone. These questions did in

fact tend to favor the nript/soutpresentation over presentations with

a picture component. Thi other half of the questions could be answered

with more general words an r'rases which could be based on impressions

received from any one of the three components. The print /Pictures

presentation tended to he as effective as the picturesLsound presenta-

tion for those nuestions. Thus this hypothesis provides a basis for

further experimentation with the three double comnonent presentations.

a. Are two-comnonent media nrcsenta0ons more effective than single

comnonent t i'eaeotations?

shcm that Loth the priht/sottpd1 and the 2icturns/shunri
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nresentations were more effective than print or sound alone. Results

concerning the print/pictures nresentation were inconclusive. The

finding that pictures sound was more effective than print/pictures

suggests that orint/ ictures has greater similarity to single compo-

nent media than to the more effective pictures/sound.

b. Are two-component audio and visual presentations different in

effectiveness than a two visual component presentation utilizing

two different message codes?

Results of this study were not conclusive on the ouestion of

modality versus code. The finding that pictures/sound was more effec-

tive than printr12 nesnlus the nearly significant difference be-

tween the latter and nrint/sound suggests that bi-modal media are more

effective than a medium with two codes received by the same sense

organs. It is nossible that the brain cannot process information

efficiently if two messages are received by the same sense organs, in

this case the eyes. Results may indicate that processing of one audio

and one visual message results in more effective learning.

As an alternate hypothesis, it is possible teat media with an

audio and a visual comnonent were favored by the fact that all pres-

entations were timed and cued by the audio component. For both of the

AV media the eldio started automatically. For the print/pictures

medium there may have been a time lag purely because the student had

to heqin to Rid.' the FALiSage of his oi,11 volition. For this reason a

study with more fleAihle tlwo k;hditions tiod/A- t,hiLn 'sks qu,:stions

whi6 alluw for kwc q:AiLral &:iL.Fiptivt; lei
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different trends or conclusions. The time condit4ons were desirable

for this first study, but a future study could utilize more flexible

conditions which more nearly approximate conditions of media center

use.

Two further observations should be mentioned at this juncture.

First, the fact that the sound or spoken word component was a common

component of the two most effective media, suggests that the spoken

word may play a key role in promoting effective retention for immediate

recall. Second, the fact that no consistent differences were found

among the three double component media supports the assumption stated

earlier that it is insufficient to analyze media in relation to the

audio or visual sensory presentation mode alone. Future research must

examine effects of the message code also to avoid a potential con-

founding variable,

2. Are there interactions among media presentations and reading

achievement levels?

Results of this exneriment indicate no interactions among media

presentation treatments and reading achievement blocks. Table 2

included in the following section indicates sone trends which could

he investigated in future exneriments.

3. Are results consistent from one scrint nessane to another?

To amwe thi: ow,tion, tests %,et cuhducted to investigate a)

Script by 1,:edia posQntati 'h interactlorr,t t j story by readin!i achiove-

mnt intera:Al,nr). and c) nedio oresentA.tion by reading
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achievement three way interactions. Results of these analyses indicate

no statistically significant interactions are present. Due to the

presence of some interesting trends, however, a simplified data table

is nresented below to allow for examination of trends which may lead

to further studies. The reader is cautioned that data Jo Table 2 are

based on individual scores rather than groun scores. Thus inconsist-

encies may be noted when comparing Table 2 with results of post hoc

analysis of learning data.

As numbers have been rounded off to one decimal point, Table 2 is

less accurate than nost hoc data. Table 2 is included here only for

purposes of drawing attention to trends within the data which could

insnire formulation of hynotheses to he tested with future experiments.

An additional factor should he mentioned at this point. While

every effort was made to select scripts as nearly identical as possible,

it was necessary to utilize scrints of slightly different length and

contents because of 1;nitations imposed by the use of commercially

Produced materials. Script 2 (Their History) was approximately one.

third longer in the printed version than script 1 (How They Lived) even

though the nrcsentation times varie4 by less than one minute. Length

as well as script content are factors which must be considered when

examining trend differences.

Possibl,, due to the different length or content of the nrint

Presentation of script 2, it may be noted that with nrint low achieve-

vent raiders tented to lolier on scrpt thin the v did on sciiid.

1. Similarly, for nc swilJ r,:so,,totiu 001 11:1rickt reqders

scored lowcr on rcr 1 III:IN un scrInt 2. 'In aktitude trutuo:Jt
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T SCORE MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS FOR EACH CELL OF THE RESEARCH
DESIGN AND MEAN SCORES FOR ROWS AND COLUMNS, CALCULATIONS BASED ON

INDIVIDUAL SCORES

Media Presentation Mode

Reading
Achievement

Scrint Print Sound Print/ Print/ Pictures/
Pictures Sound Sound

1

High Mean

2

Low Mean

Column Mean

1

2

52.5

8.88

54.4

7.69

-

49.3
8.98

53.2
6.99

55.4
7.43

61.3
6.74

53.7
9.15

54.9

10.36

58.0
6.7

54.9
7.28

Row

Mean

54.3

55.0

1

2

53.5 51.5 54.1 56.7 58.1

45.0
11.23

39.8
5.85

44.5
9.13

44.1

9.72
46.3
7.78

44.0

9.76

43.7

6,33
51.3
8.82

48.4
'1.43

54.7

45.7

46.2

9.96
45.0

42.4 44.3 43.9 1 48.8

47.9 47.9 49.0 52.7

47.3

52.7

45.3

50,0

Grand Mean, Tu 50.n

Standard Deviation, S mg 10.n0

Cell n = 16

Total N = 320
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interaction was alticinated with the print, and sound presentations.

This trend suggests that an exnerinent which added a factor of script

length or content difference to reading achievement and media factors,

could nossiblv isolate a three-/av interaction among nrint and sound,

reading achievement, and a scrint factor suck as length or content

differences. It must be strescoAlbot the rossibiW,A, of a trend is

conjecture based only or trenic, .tatistically this trend is exnlained

as a chance occurrence.

next, it may he noted on the table that the prinynictures pres-

entation did not tend to benefit low achievement readers in comparison

to the print, or sound presentations. High achievement readers, however,

showed a slight trend toward benefiting from the addition of pictures.

Given a less restricted time factor, the addition of pictures may prove

to be better for both high and low achievement readers.

Last, trends toward two- and three-wav interactions may be noted

when comparing cells of the Print/sound and pictures/sound presentations.

Pictures sound tended to elicit greater benefits from low achievement

leaders. This trend is magnified even more when one takes into account

the script factor. The most effective treatment cell for high achieve-

ment readers, 61.3, was for the first scrint nresented by Lictures/

sound. The most effective treatment cell for low achievement readers,

51.3, was for the second scrint nresented by print/sound. Within each

reading achievement level this same treatment bv script interaction

trend may be rated. While thse trends mav be exnlained by chance with-

in naramcters 0 this urcriment, trends smest further exoeriments

exaliuiu9 .jf.:k;ti'vtin,14i, .%;latic.1 to S61'; script factors such
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as length or content.

One additional asnect may be noted relating to trends of the

nresentations including the nicture component. Contrary to popular

expectation, trends do not sunport the contention that pictures must

be included in media collections for the benefit of noor readers.

Conversely, trends indicate that the picture comnonent primarily ben-

efits high achievement readers when coupled with nrint. These trends

concur with McLuhan's suggestion that peonle must be highly literate

to utilize pictures effectively.

4. Do students indicate preference to use specific media in a media

center?

Based on analysis of media preference scores, nrint and pictures/

sound media can be assumed to be preferred by students over the other

three media. Students probably show a high preference for use of nrint

in a media center, because print is still the most familiar method of

storing knowledge utilized by school library media centers. Pictures/

sound media are also familiar to students because of TV and film view-

ing activities nursued after school hours. Eoth of these media could

have been highly preferred because of greater familiarity rather than

an!?, other expectation on the part of the student. The other three media

could have been given lower preference ratings by students because they

were aware of use of such media only in educational settings. It

should he stressed that the queAioh asked the students was, "Which

Choice wiflild you like to use best in a media center" If the question

had been, "Which choice do 'iou tnihk vud could learn best trom?" it is
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Possible that rankings could have been different.

5. Do students' attitudes toward a script vary according to the medium

from which they learn the script?

The answer to this nuestion must be modified by consideration of

two elements of the experiment which may have influenced results.

First, the attitude measurements were administered after the students

had completed the learning tests. Thus !tudents were in effect in-

fluenced by two variables: 1) the medva presentation and their

reaction to it, and 2) the learning test and their reaction to it.

Therefore, their attitudes toward the script learned from these two

media may have been due to some extent because they felt they did well

on the learning test. Second, as previously noted, students tended to

answer some questions with answers worded identically to the verbal

text. These questions tended to favor the nrint/sound presentation.

Knowing that they had exact answers to some questions may have given

students additional confidence which influenced their attitude favorably

toward the scrint as learned from the rant sound presentation.

Within the constraints explained above, it can be assumed based

on analysis of media attitude scores that the nrint/sound medium en-

courages a more favorable attitude toward the scrint learned than do

the other four media for a learn4^^ follcwoJ

by a test. Pictures/sound also encouraged a favorable attitude toward

material 1:1rn2d. TrT,ethrx Print/a:4,nd (IA ::icturvi!Luks1 en6uurdJed

mum favoci,lu dititudus th:4n 11.1 the iv! hedl.

III_ Vvtil :U51Uit :> dro repG:tf:d Lhe uNuriJcition that
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results are conclusive that media with audio and visual components

encourage more favorable attitudes toward material learned. Rather it

is intended that these findings provide a basis for further studies

which focus snecifically on media and attitudes toward learning.

6. Are there correlations between sets of data: media preference

scores, media learning scores, and media attitude scores?

a. Do students learn relatively better from a medium for which they

indicate a use preference?

Based on the negative correlation between media preference scores

and media learning scores, media preference as indicated by student

users tended not to he a good indicator of how effectively students

can learn from a preferred medium. Stated differently, one cannot

expect the best learning to occur if student growls are left entirely

to their own nreferences. Sone form of guidance in media use for

grouns may he assumed to be desirable to nromote effective learning.

Further study is needed to see if the sane tendency is true for indi-

viduals as was found by examining mean scores.

b. Do students' attitudes toward a story .iry according to the media

nreferences they indicated prior to iearning the scrint?

Based on the negative correlation between media preference scores

and media attitude scores, students' media "reference choices tended

not to be good indicators of which niediun would encourage a favorable

attitude toward the material learned. Again sone form of guidance in
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N1 ""CEmedia use for groups and possibly 12*Oviduals may be assumed to be

desirable to encourage a favorable attitude toward the subject of study.

c. Do students' attitudes toward a script vary according to the

effectiveness of promoting learning of the medium from which

they learned the script?

Based on the positive correlation between media learning scores

and media attitude scores, students tended to express the most favorable

attitudes toward scripts learned from the most effective media. Going

beyond the scone of the Present exneriment, the positive correlation

between learning and attitude suggests additional research based on

individual differences. Most of the cells in the research design in-

cluded a wide range of individual scores indicating that some individ-

uals benefited fro!) each of the different media presentations. Reading

achievement was not a favorable indicator for selecting media in this

experiment; there is no evidence that IQ or other indicators would be

any better.

Media researchers may discover that the best indicators of media

effectiveness relate directly to the media. Media tests could he devised

to enable a media snecialist to predict which media best contribute to

an Jars 1,,irninn or to developing a favorable attitude toward

rIm+nt...1m) -t-rtn.-.4 ! thnt rel ! rt .
. . - . w" 41 I j M"

on attitudes he conducted independently, it is also desirable that

results he related so r;.eJia can be rec.ovilended with favorable effect;

on woth 1Larnillo and attitilde'z.
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LIMITATIONS

Some results of this experiment may have been biased because of

experimental methods. One of these methods was the use of groups

rather than individual treatments. Four of the five media presenta-

tions included a visual message consisting of either a nicture or

print. The fact that students in these groups had something on the

screen to look at discouraged then from looking at each other or at

other distractions from the message. The sound presentation, however,

did not provide students with a visual message. The fact that their

eyes were free to roan nay nossihly have denressed their performance

because of lack of an attention holding de!ce.

Similarly, media presentations without sound, print and print/

Pictures, may have been effected by lack of a timing device. The timing

device was connected to the sound track and could not cue students in

these presentation grouns to start reading the message. Just a short

time lan could cause disorganized readers to fall behind and not

finis', the message.

The experiment was set un to test the influence of the scrint

among the five media nresentations at ac =.01. No significant differences

were found on this test. However, there would be greater power to re-

ject a hypothesis under test if two media nresentations had been compared.

By examining Tablc 2 on Pane 80, it can he seen that the pri ntjsound

and nictores/sound nresentations show a trend toward a media by script

interaction which would not allow generalizahility for these two nres-

entations from one script to another. Further study would be needed

to isolate what scrint factors are resnonsihle for this interaction.
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Use of a timed presentation limits generalizability to flexible

student use natterns currently encouraged in school media centers. A

study with flexible timing almost surely would introduce intervening

variables.

The decision to use recent commercially produced materials, re-

duced the ability to specify which types of questions could be asked

about the material covered in the script. Use of locally produced

materials would allow careful construction of test questions which

would increase ability to ask specified types of questions. However,

it would not allow generalizabilitv to media selection tasks which was

sought in this stud".

It must be cautioned that generalizing of these results would be

most applicable for students at or nem the sixth grade level. Because

of differences in maturity at different age levels, entirely different

results may be obtained from much younger or much older students. Also

it was noted that students in the stud', were of oreater than average

reading achievement level. Results may change for students with lesser

reading abilities.

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH

The problem of nredicting which medium is most effective and which

is most enjoyable for an individual student must still be extensively

investigated. Neither reading achievement nor media preference were

shown to be effective prognosticators for media use recommendations.

It is suggested that media tests be develoned which measure directly

how well a student learns from various media and how favorable the
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student's attitude is toward the experience of learning from given

media. If effective tests were developed, they would be invaluable

to the media snecialist and the educator in providing guidance to

individual media users.

In addition, further research is needed to isolate the influences

of message codes and media-message comnonents toward creating media

which promote effective learning and favorable attitudes toward the

learning experience,

SUMMARY

The educational effects of five media Presentations were experi-

mentally investigated with sixth grade middle school students. Meas-

ures of media nreference, learning from media and attitude toward the

scrint learned were statistically analyzed in relation to the five

media Presentations, two reading achievement levels of the students,

and two different scripts. Results were traced to the media-message

comnonents of the media presentation. Media-message components consist

of the audio or visual sensory mode of presentation which can include

graphic or nrojected still or motion visuals, coupled with the primary

synthetic or linguistic code of the message.

The oninion that students nrefer to use the medium best for their

own educational needs was not supported by this research. The negative

correlation between student preference and resulting learning and

attitudes was best demonstrated by the print sound presentation which

was low in preference but regultPd in effective learning and favorable

attitudes toward the leaning werience. Because of this result it

should not be assuiA.d that educators should dictate choiccs to stNdonts.
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Rather, it is suggested that students are able to recognize when they

are learning effectively from a medium only after they have used it.

Results of this research should help to dispel the print orien-

tation which is still maintained by a few librarians and educators.

All media tested were at least as effective in promoting learning as

Print alone. Audiovisual media not only promoted learning more ef-

fectively than print, but also nromoted a more favorable attitude

toward material learned than did print. Results also suggest that

additional research be conducted on media-message components to learn

Aore about effects of components in various combinations.

The five media Presentations used in the study were print, verbal

sound, print/pictures print/verbal sou d, and ni ctures /verbal sound.

The five presentations consisted of three components: Daub verbal

sound, and nictures. The components were presented singly or in

combination in a uniformly controlled consistent environment.

Results indicated that only one media presentation, pictures/sound,

was consistently high for all three measures: high in student prefer-

ence, high in effectiveness of nromoting learning, and high in encour-

aging a favorable attitude toward the material learned. Another pres-

entation, nrint/snund, was found to he high in effectiveness of promoting

learning and high in the resulting attitude toward the material learned

but low in student ,,reference. As results of this study in regard to

the nrint/sound presentation do not concur with results of previous

research, this medium can only tentatively he given a high recommenda-

tion until future research sumnorts or conflicts with these findings.

Noting that the tpo most effective media included in the verbal sound
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component in conjunction with either a picture or print visual component,

suggests that the verbal sound component may be highly desirable to

combine with visuals to nromote effective recall learning and a favorable

attitude toward material learned. It should also he noted Oat verbal

sound by itself nromoted neither effective learning nor a favorable

attitude toward material learned for average scores. However, high

individual scores were obtained from each of the five media presentations.

This fact sunnorts the inclusion of a wide variety of media in a media

center collection to meet individual differences.
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APPENDIX I

TESTING INSTRUMENTS

A. Media Preference Test

98

Before students were given the media preference test,

this opening statement was used as a means of gaining the

students' confidence and cooperation.

"I am conducting a study in cooperation with the Mad-

ison public school system. We nee your help so we can find

out what kinds of library media you like best and what you

learn from best. Right now you will be given a media poll

so you can tell us what media or kinds of material you would

choose to use in an IMC. Next you will learn a story from

one kind of material, and lass: we will give you two sets of

questions to answer. We hope your answers will help us to

make the -MC's more enjoyable and useful for you. So we

want you to answer the questions as truthfully and accurate-

ly as possible."
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A. Media Preference Test

MEDIA POLL

99

This poll gives you an opportunity to indicate how well you

like different types of library media. You may indicate how

well you like the media by ranking the five choices from one

to five. Write one (1) by your first choice, two (2) by

your next choice and so on down to five (5) for your last

choice.

EXAMPLE: During winter vacation I like to do these

activities:

Toboggan

Travel

Ice Skate

Rest

Ski

Media poll: write the number of your choice in the blanks

below.

READ: read a book or printed rds.

LISTEN: listen to a tape recording of words.

VIEW/READ: view picture slides with printed words

describing thc pictures.
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VIEW/LISTEN: view picture slides with tape recorded

words.

READ/LISTEN: read a book while listening to tape

recorded words.
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B. Media Learning Performance Test for Script 1:

American Indians of the Plains: How They Lived

Directions:

101

"I will read each nuestion aloud twice. Write your answer below

the nuestion after you have heard it read at least once. Try to

answer briefly in from one to five words. The words don't need to be

snelled right or to make a sentence if you have the right idea. Try

to do the best you can."
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AMERICAN INDIANS OF THE PLAINS: HOW THEY LIVED

1. Indian women used beads for decoration. What else was

102

used to decorate warrior's shirts?

2. What animal no longer alive in America was hunted by

early Indians?

3. Why did early Indians make rock paintings or pictographs?

4. What invention made by the Indian helped him hunt better?

5. What did Indians call the horse?

6. When did Indians start using horses?

7. Indians had many uses for parts of the dead buffalo.

Why was buffalo skin folded into parfleshes?

8. What was the buffalo's stomach used for?

9. What was the buffalo's neck skin used for?

10. How did the Indian use bufValo horns?
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11. Name a game devised by Indians.

12. How was an Indian tribe governed?

13. When did Indians go to reservations?
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C. Media Learning Performance 7ast for Script 2.
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Directions:

"I will read each question aloud twice. Write your answer below

the question after you have heard it read at least once. Try to

answer briefly in from one to five words. The words don't need to be

spelled right or to make a sentence if you have the right idea. Try

to do the best You can."
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AMERICAN INDIANS OF THE PLAINS: THEIR HISTORY

1. Why were the Spanish disappointed in Indian territory?

2. What did Spanish explorers call the buffalo?

3. What did La Salle do when he canoed down the Mississippi

River?

4. Why were Lewis and Clark sent through Indian territory?

5. What did settlers call the covered wagons they took to

Oregon?

6. What did a trader tell hungry Indians that led to kill-

ing of settlers?

7. What did Indians call a trail used by settlers coming to

Indian territory?

8. Who was the "Glory Hunter"?

9. Why did whites win the Wagon Box Fight?

10. What Indian Chiefs fought with Sitting Bull against

the whites?
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11. What generals led armies defeated by the Sioux and

Cheyenne?

12. What whites were even more effective than the army in

making the Indians "go to the reservations or starve"?

13. Why did Indians start doing the Ghost Dance?

l4. Why did Indians quit doing the ghost dance?
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D. Media Attitude Test

ATTITUDE POLL

This poll is an opportunity for you to indicate how you feel

about the Indian story you have just learned.

Respond to every item by circling the choice that best ex-

presses your feelings.

You may respond by circling one of four choices: SD D A

SA

SD la Strongly disagree

D = Disagree slightly

A Agree slightly

SA sit Strongly agree

As practice circle your choice for the statement below:

0. I would rather ski than ice skate. SD D A SA

1. This was a dull story. SD D A SA

2. I learned a lot from this story. SD. D A SA

3. It was hard to pay attention to this story.

SD D A SA

4. It was easy to follow the thoughts in this story.

SD D A SA

J. story wasn't as Good a:; most c;tnrio:;.

SD E A
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6. This story got me to want to know more about Indians.

SD D A SA

7. This story took too long. SD D A SA

8. I like this kind of story. SD D A SA
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Appendix II: Scripts

The scripts included in this appendix
are based on the sound filmstrips
produced and published in 1972 by
Coronet Films, Chicago, Il. entitled:

American Indians of the Plains
How they lived

American Indians of the Plains
Their History
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A. Script 1.

AMERICAN INDIANS OF THE PLAINS

HOW THEY LIVED

For many of us the name Plains Indians brings to mind images

of camp cirles with warriors in shirts and leggings of deer

hide splendidly decorating with beads and porcupine quills.

We see a plains village as a group of gracefully decorated

teepees, the women and children of the village waiting pat-

iently for the return of their braves.

Most of all, we see in our minds the proud hunters of the

Plains racing their ponies after a herd of stampeding buf-

falo.

While these pictures capture the romance and beauty of

Plains Indian life, we should remember that the culture

they depict lasted only a short time, from roughly 1700 to

1880, less than 200 years

By 1880 almost all Plains Indians were cooped up within re-

servations and the free life Df the Prairies which began

thousands of yeirs earlier te:±7,- cf the past.

E3fol'e the Plains

pons, he hunted with .

6c;ientists have foul..1 ,

:;.1' iron wea-

r.ade of stone.

1 the fossilized
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bones of mammoths, fur-covered ancestors of the modern el-

ephant.

For the most part, however, these early men in America hun-

ted animals familiar to us, such as deer, elk, and of course

buffalo.

A successful Indian hunter needed great skill to get within

a spear's throw of the graceful antelope, the fastest an-

imal of the Plains.

With his primitive weapons, the prehistoric hunter had to

be very brave to take on the buffalo. One "ay to hunt the

huge animals was for the whole tribe to cooperate in stam-

peding a herd over a steep cliff.

Such a cliff is called a buffalo jump. Rock paintings of

men and animals mingled with geometric designs can be found

on some of these cliffs.

These paintings called pictographs were not made for art's

sake. They were thought to be a form of magic. To an

ancient hunter, a picture of a buffalo or deer with a spear

or arrow drawn through it assured the successful outcome of

his hunt.

Often the hun't;er returned empty-handed. Life was hard for

the early Plains dwellers. A family needed a larre hunting
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territory of many square miles to sustain itself. The early

nomads had to be constantly on the move following the game.

Before 1700 the Indians were primitive hunters roaming the

Plains on foot. Although some tribes learned to plant corn,

beans and squash, they had no horses or tools made of metal.

Before the arrival of the white man, dogs were the only dom-

estic animals. The people of the Plains used to attach a

frame made of two sticks to a large dog's back. Bundles

were tied to it which the animal could drag along.

No great material culture could develcp under these condi-

tions. People lived in caves or primitive brush shelters

because they had no way to transport large teepees of heavy

hides and lodge poles.

The invention of a spear throwing stick, called an ablotol,

was a big step forward from the crude bone and stone weapons

used earlier. With it a spear could be hurled farther and

more accurately than before.

A giant step forward in human development was the discovery

that plants could be cultivated for man's use. Tribes now

having learned to practice agriculture as will as hunting,

were no longer dependent on luck in finding game and were

able to settle down in permanent villages where it was much

easier to accumulate material wealth.
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But it was the acquisition of the horse around 1700 which

almost overnight transformed the life of the Plains Indians

from primitive hunters into proud, hard-riding lords of the

Plains.

The Indians also obtained metal tools and firearms, first

from neighboring tribes and then later from white traders

who ventured into the Plains.

The horse ¢ave rise to the typical Plains culture of the

18th and early 19th century.

The Indians, who had no name for the horse called the

spirit dog, could now hunt buffalo from horseback. Suddenly

the supply of buffalo seemed limitless.

During this period the economy of the Plains Indians depen-

ded almost entirely on the buffalo. The shaggy, magnif i-

cent animals roamed the Plains in enormous herds that cov-

ered the Prairie from horizon to horizon.

The buffalo furnished the Indian with most of the things he

needed for his livelihood. As soon as the animal was killed

and skinned, the women busied themselves stretching, scrap-

ing and tanning its hide.

The skins furnished covering for the teepees. A small tee-

pee consisted of eight skins. For the Chief's teepee or the
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medicine lodge as many as 21 buffalo skins were used. Six-

teer. ledge poles were needed to support such a large teepee.

Skins were not the only part of the buffalo to be utilized.

Their bones had many uses. A flesher was used to scrape

hides clean. The knife was sharp and deadly; it was made

from a buffalo's leg bone.

The buffalo's bladder was used as a water bag. Pieces of

hide were folded into so-called parfleshes, huge envelopes

in which people carried their possessions.

Extra thick pieces of skin from the neck of the buffalo were

used for shields. Other parts were made into drums.

The buffalo's stomach served as a natural stewing pot.

Water was boiled in the stomach which was tough enough to

resist fire.

The horns were made into spoons and ladles. No part of the

animal was wasted. It is almost impossible to exaggerate

tle buffalo's importance for the Flaim, Indian. It has been

estimated that no fewer than 87 differert articles could be

made from a buffalo's body.

Life wasn't all work for the Plains Indian, however. They

had time to play. They devised various sports and games

such as lacrosse.
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They spent much of their time dancing. Most Indian dances

had religious meanings, such as the buffalo dance. Perform-

ing it was like praying for a successful hunt.

Many old dances are still performed today. Indians are as

fond of their dances now as they were 100 years ago.

Indian men lived in a democratic society. A man became

Chief through his bravery and wisdom. He had to follow the

advice of a council of old and experienced men. Obedience

to him was voluntary.

Essentially the Plains were a man's world. A man risked his

life every day. He might be gored by a buffalo or thrown

from his horse or he might be killed in a war against an en-

emy tribe.

For this reason the man was not expected to work at home,

and because so many men did nct return from a hunt or a raid,

warriors often had more than one wife. Women always out-

numbered the men and the Indians believed that none of them

should lack the protection of a husband or be denied the

joys of rearing a family.

While men ruled the affrtirs of the tribe, the women ruled

tc:(;:pe,-,6. A prr.:vrt sail: 2 1ctiful tTcpcc 13 like a

gued Lo 11,:r aLd 1,L.ute,Its theLi

1,ain Lauw.
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Thus domest'.0 work was for women. They made the teepees.

They also cooked meals, tanned hides, made warshirts and

moccasins. They spent much time decorating the things they

made, and they made sure the man was always fed first.

The life of the Plains Indians before they settled on reser-

vations was often harsh and dangerous, but it was also full

of excitement and splendor. It gave the people of the

Prairie a wonderful sense of freedom which perhaps has

never been surpassed.

An old Sioux chief said:

When the Prairie was covered with buffalo, nobody

was hungry.

Without jails, we had no crime.

Without locks and keys, we had no thieves.

Without written laws, we had order.

Without fences and barbed wire, we were free.
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B. Script 2.

AMERICAN INDIANS OF THE PLAINS: THEIR HISTORY

In the far North near the Arctic Circle, America and Asia

almost touch. Here, many thousands of years ago, men

crossed in search of a better land in which to hunt and

fish. These men were the ancestors of the American Indians.

Spreading out over the continent after many generi_tions

they arrived on the Great Plains.

Skillfully made spearheads have been found with the bones

of extinct animals, proof that man inhabited the Great Plains

at least 10,000 years ago.

The Spaniards, searching for gold, came to the new world in

the 1500 s. Indians interested them only for plunder or as

slaves.

The first whit,, man known to have entered the land of the

Plains Indians was Coronado. Looking for the fabled seven

sities of go?.d, he instead found the Pieblo villages of the

Zuni and then those along the Rio Grande River.

Not finding any fold, Coronado and hi3 men marched north,

penetrating the plains of what is now Kansas, finding vil-

lagts of grass huts belonging to the Wichita Tribe.
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They were also the first white men to encounter buffalo,

which they called Indian cattle.

During some of the early Spanish expeditions, some horses

escaped from their European masters and in the course of

time formed large herds of wild mustangs. The importance

of the acquisition of the horse to the Indian cannot be

overstressed. It transformed him from a slow-moving wan-

derer into the swift proud horseman of the Plains.

It was the French and the English who discovered that there

was gold in furs, and that the Indians would trade a valu-

able pelt for a few shiny glass beads.

Traveling in canoes, the exj dition of Messieur de La Salle

sailed down the Mississippi River late in the 17th century

establishing a string of trading posts reaching from the

Great Lakes to the Gulf of Mexico.

Traders following in La Salle's footsteps brought rifles,

thread, sewing needles and knives and blankets which they

traded for furs.

Late in the 18th century a new kind of hat made of beaver

fur beca-ne popular in Europe. As the price of beaver pelts

skyrocketed, more white trappers than ever before ventured

into the Western Plains where they could obtain the desired

furs.
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These so-called mountain men were mostly Americans. Al-

though trappers and Indians were after the same thing,

beaver skins, the red man could get along with the trapper

who lived and dressed like an Indian and often married an

Indian woman.

In 1804 President Jefferson sent Lewis and Clark to find a

route to the Pacific Ocean. The explorers needed the help

of a brave 16-year-old Shoshone woman, Sacagawea. Carrying

her newborn baby on her back, she was the expedition's guide

and translator.

Lewis and Clark gave Americans a better knowledge of the

Plains Indians. They described the various tribes and map-

ped their territories at the beginning of the 19th century.

At first only a handful of trappers had ventured beyond the

Missouri. But starting in the 1840s mounting waves of white

settlers on their way to Oregon rolled across the Plains.

They traveled in covered wagons called prairie schooners.

After them came the 49ers, miners on their way to the newly

discovered gold fields of California.

To .drotect the travelers from unfriendly Indians, the army

built a number of forts from which the soldiers contvoled

the 1,urrounding plains. Some gold seekers and settlers

chan,.;ed their minds dc:k..ut going on to the West Coast.
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Instead they settled down near forts in Colorado and the

Dakotas.

Some tribes, such as the Sioux and Cheyenne, decided to

fightt for the land they were losing. One chief said: "They

told us they only wanted a little land, as much as a wagon

could take between its wheels. You can see now what it was

they wanted.

Other tribes reckoned that they would do better if they

helped the whites. Among these were the Crow, the Arikera,

and the Shoshone. Disunity among the Indians helped the

white sonquerors.

The battles between whites and Indians who defied the white

man's authority are generally well known and resulted in

atrocities on both sides.

In 1862 when the Sioux waited in vain for food supplies

promised by the government, a trader told them to "eat grass".

Grown angry, the starving Indians killed many settlers and

stuffed their mouths with grass.

Following their attack on the settlers, 38 of the Sioux were

hanged in reprisal.

And when a U.S. Army Colonel, S. N. Chittintons attacked a

peacful Cheyenne village, he tuid his troupo: "Kill and

6calp all, big and small. cliffs kc life." By this he
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meant that it was smart to kill little boys before they

could grow up to fight back.

In 1865 the great Sioux Chief Red Cloud tried to halt the

construction of a new road through Indian territory. This

was the Bowsman Treil. The Indians called it "thieves road",

knowing that i.., would bring more settlers and miners to

steal their land.

Determined that the road building should go on, a hot-headed

army captain, William Fetterman, said: "With 80 men I

could ride through the whole Sioux nation." Fetterman had

exactly 80 men when he and his entire command were wiped

out by warriors under Red Cloud and another famous Sioux

Chief, Crazy Horse.

The Indians had won a victory. But the soldiers then ob-

tained a new kind of rifle that could shoot five times as

fast as the Indians' older models. With the help of this

weapon, the soldiers killed many Indians during the so-

called Wagon Box Fight.

Soon after, a new figure appeared on the Plains, Colonel

George Armstrong Custer. This is how one writer described

him: "His broad sombrero turned up, his golden locks dang-

ling to his shoulders, a pistol in his boot and a ponderous

sword at his side, so rode the wild daredevil with his pack
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of 30 dogs braying at his heels,"

Custer was nicknamed the Glory Hunter. In the winter of

1868, he surprised a village of peaceful Cheyenne killing

hundreds of Indians. The Ci.eyenne had been flying a large

American flag, but it proved to be no protection.

The Black Hills of South Dakota were sacred to the Indians

as the dwelling place of their gods. Custer led an expedi-

tion into the Black Hills in violation of treaties made with

the Indians. Soon the general sent back word: "There is

gold in the grass roots."

The gold rush was on. The Indians saw their last hunting

grounds overrun. The free life of the Plains Indians was

coming to an end. They were told to settle on reservations

or die.

In 1876 Sitting Bull, not a war chief but a great spiritual

leader, rallied the Sioux and Cheyenne for one last battle

saying: "The Great Spirit did not make me a reservation

Indian."

In this battle, three army columns converged upon the In-

dians. One led by General Crook net the Indians at the

Ro6ebud River. The great warrior Crazy Horne 3c'l tho braoz,

shouting: "Tt's a cool lay t", dic." Crock vices dcft;ated and

returnod to his baJk;.
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Now it was Custer's turn. The Glory Hunter' had been told

to wait for the third army column commanded by General

Terry, but instead he attacked as soon as he found the In-

dians encamped along the Little Bighorn River.

Custer had been lured into a trap. Suddenly a mass of red

horsemen led by Crazy Horse, Gaul and other chiefs rode over

Custer and his men. There were no survivors. This fight is

called Custer's Last Stand, but in reality it was the In-

dian5' last stand.

For the whispering wire and the iron snake, the telegraph

and the railroad, soon criss-crossed the Plains making In-

dian resistance to the white man hopeless.

The buffalo was disappearing. General Sheridan said: "The

buffalo hunters have done more to settle the Indian question

than the entire regular army. They are destroying the

Indians' commissary. They have to go to the reservations

or starve."

Chief Joseph of the Nez Pierc6 Tribe summed up the Indians'

plight: "I am tired of fighting. My man are dead. The

little children are starving. My heart is sad. From where

the sun now stands, I shall fight no more forever."

Great; chiefs and warriors became circus performers in Buf-

flo Bill's Wild West Show au the hunting days came to an
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end. The first years on the reservations were hard. The

soil was poor and rations were often late or insufficient.

In 1890 a prophet from the Piaute Tribe preached a new be-

lief called the Ghost Dance Religion. It was to bring back

the dead Indians and slaughtered buffalo. The Ghost Dance

spread quickly from tribe to tribe.

Many whited falsely believed that the Ghost Dance was the

signal for a major Indian uprising. At wounded Knee, South

Dakota, a band of ghost dancers were surrounded by soldiers

of Custer's old regiment. In the massacre which followed

over 200 Sioux, mostly women and children, were killed.

Wounded Knee was the end of one chapter in the history of

the Plains. But it was not the end of the Plains Indians.

Today they are busy writing a new chapter of how to be part

of modern America while remaining true to their cld proud

heritage.
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APPENDIX III: Sample Size and Power Calculations

A. Using a formula developed by Levin, Walster and Cleary

to find sample size based on a Z (normal) distribution,

an approximate sample size was calculated.
k

82 , 2

Formula A: n = fo.1 K (1-a) -$'

th2
Ta

k
where: 1 ak=2,the sum of coefficients for a contrast

k=1
of two means,

z (1_0= z(.95) = 1.96 , the cumulative

probability for a =.05

za z(.10)
1.282 , the cumulative prob-

ability for 13 = .10

= .58a, the difference between two means

the researcher wishes to detect.

B. As the F test is not based on the z distribution, n was

increased to 64 and a variation of a formula found in

Kirk , p. 107-109 was used to ascertain the power of the

F test for n=64.

J2

2

Formula 8:4, =Pi for contrasts of pairs of

means
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0 gli 171-1 (58)2
2

..

(2)
2.32

Reading from Table D.14 in Kirk, p. 540:

0(for a =.05) = 2.32 gives a power of .90

Further calculations were conducted to determine power

at lower differences between means to see whether triv-

ial differences were likely to be detected.

Relations between power and difference of interest

that can be detected between pairs of means are shown

below:

Difference
of Interest

Power
1 - $

Calculation
Formula

.58a .90 B

.35a .50 B

.30a .40 B

.12a .10 A

As the split-plot analysis of variance (ANOVA) de-.

sign used for analysis of learning data was more con-

servative than the 3 -way ANOVA design for which these

calculations were conducted, it is unlikely that trivil

differences of less than .2a could be detected.
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Instruments
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A. Students Responses on The Media Preference Poll

1. In parentheses find the number of students who chose

each ranking for each media choice of the total 320

students.

PRINT: 1(161), 2(46), 3(30), 4(35),

SOUND: 1(29), 2(79), 3(83), 4(79),

VIEW/READ: 1(19), 2(47), 3(85), 4(92),

VIEW/LISTEN: 1(91), 2(92), 3(71), 4(53),

READ/LISTEN: 1(19), 2(57), 3(52), 4(60),

5(48); ER II 7 2 3

5(50); ER=1002

5(77); ER=1121

5(13) ; ER=765

5 (132) ; ER =1189

2. Each five digit set of data listed below constitutes

the five choices of one student. For example, 15433

shows this student ranked media in the following

order: Print-1, Sound-5, View/Read-14, View/Listen

-3, and Read/Listen-2.

15432
45312
15432
13425
51324
13542
12345
31425
14325
14532

14325 23415 14325 45312 32415 12435
53421 15324 42135 15342 13524 15234
13542 12435 24135 42315 13245 21534
12543 54312 34215 15324 24513 34215
32415 41325 53214 15423 12543 52314
15342 13245 53214 15324 15432 51324
12534 45312 23514 12453 42315 54132
13425 12345 21435 15432 53214 54312
12345 54213 13254 54213 23415 53214
13524 13524 31524 43125 12543 54321
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21435 14325 251431 352141 143215 151432 142315
314125 13425 114523 121435 121435 321415 131425
231415 13542 121435 142351 135142 131425 321415
123514 114532 125314 514312 213514 143215 514312
121435 314125 142531 514321 114523 114523 135214
35412 214315 231415 211435 125143 153142 15432
53214 114325 114523 532114 352141 214315 213145
512314 114253 152314 131425 213145 12435 521413
125314 114523 114325 13425 14532 135214 143125
121435 114523 135142 12543 121435 114532 514312

153142 135142 121435 114325 13425 15432 321415
523114 125314 523141 141523 135142 125143 114253
235114 114523 151432 15243 151432 121435 532114
13425 143521 131452 514312 135214 114235 114325
143512 14325 131425 114325 121453 235114 314521
521413 142513 135142 513214 152143 321415 514213
251143 311425 123145 523114 114325 143512 153142
523114 13245 314215 142135 132145 52413 125314
523114 125143 131425 114532 114325 314215 135214
143215 114235 125314 15234 151423 321415 121435

145312 513214 15423 235114 114532 132145 231415
25431 514312 131425 153142 325114 13524 214315
24531 514312 141325 114325 114325 125314 121435
13524 214135 314512 43215 114325 314215 513214
151432 231415 121435 54213 121453 123514 215143
'41532 143215 151423 13425 145213 25413 251314
231415 152143 13542 114235 314521 114325 514132
314125 141523 251431 143521 512314 153142 211435
12453 14321.5 3241 5 153214 153214 12435 514312
45213 12543 235114 314521 13524 211435 325114

114325 2514 3 52143 325114
84123 21541 23145 511423
21345 45312 231145 314215
12435 13425 514213 13425
21435 23514 231145 141 325
231415 12345 514312 151432
14325 1.2435 114325 52413
125143 23415 114325 13452
214315 121435 513214 123145
42315 12435 231415 143521

128
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B. Student Scores on the Media Learning Tests

1. Individual raw scores in appropriate research design

nen for 3 way 5 x 2 x 2 analysis of variance.

Reading
Achieve
ment

Script

PRINT

1

SOUND

2

PRINT/
PICTURES

3

PRINT/
SOUND

4

PICTURES/
SOUND

5

11 6 10 5 9 7 11 6 12 8

10 5 S 5 9 7 10 6 11 8

9 5 9 5 8 6 10 6 11 8

9 4 8 4 8 6 10 6 11 8

1 1 8 4

7 4

6 3
6 3

8 6
7 5

8
8

6
5

10
10

8
7

7 4 6 2 7 5 8 5 9 7
7 3 6 2 7 1 6 5 9 54-

13 8 13 7 13 7 12 10 12 8

11 8 12 7 12 7 12 9 11 8

10 6 11 6 12 6 11 8 11 7
10 6 10 5 12 6 11 7 10 6

1 2 9 5 lo 5 lo 4 11 7 10 4

9 4 9 3 10 4 11 5 9 4

8 3 8 3 10 1 10 5 8 4

8 3 7 1 9 1 10 5 8 4

10 4 9 4 9 4 9 4 10 5

10 3 7 3 7 4 8 14 s 4

9 3 7 3 7 3 7 3 9 Li

6 3 6 3 6 3 7 3 8 3
2 1

5 2 6 3 6 1 6 3 6 3

2 6 2 6 1 5 3 6 3

4 0 5 0 5 0 5 2 5 2

4 o 4 o 4 0 5 2 5 1

1

(continued on next page)

-I -I
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Reading
Achieve-
meat

Script
PRINT

1

SOUND

2

PRINT/
PICTURES

3

Pi N7/
SOUND

4

PICTURES/
SOUND

5

6 1 11 2 8 4 31 6 11 4

6 1 10 1 6 4 10 5 11 3

5 1 E 1 6 3 9 5 9 2

2 ?.
4

3

0

0

7

5

1

1

5

5

1

1
9

9

3
'i

9
6

2
1

3 0 5 0 i-) 1 8 2 5 1

3 0 4 0 It 0 8 1 4 0

1 0 3 0 4 0 7 1 14 0

Script 1: 7 = 5.756 , S = 2.757

Script 2: = 5.8,h3 , s = 3.736

n = 16

N = 320
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2. Individual raw scores in appropriate research design

groups for a split-plot analysis of variance design

analyzing treatment main effects and treatment by

reading achievement interaction effects.

Media
Presentation Script Group Reading Achievement

1 2

1 11,10,5,3 9,5,4,4,3
2 9,6 4,3,2,0

1 3 8,5,4,4 10,6,3,2
4 9,7,7,7,4,4 10,5,0

1
5 13,9,8,4,2 6,0,0,0
b 8,3 3,3,1,1,1

2 7 11,10,9,3 6,5,0,0
8 8,8,6 4,3,1

9 6,012,2 9,6,5,3,0
lo 10,6,3 6,3,3

1 11 8,5,5,4 7,7,3
12 9,9,6,6,5 6,4,4,2,0

2
13 11,10,7,5,5 5,10
14 12,7,1

2 15 8,6,3 411,8,7,2,1;0,3,1,0
16 13,10,9,7,3 10,5,1

17 8,8,7,5 4,4,1,0,0
18 9,7,7 6

1 19 7,7,6,6,5 5,1
20 8,1 7,6,3
21 9,6 9,7,6,433

3
22 10,7 4
23 13,4 8,0

2 24 12,10,9,6,1 6,4,3
25 12,4 6,5,5,4,1,1
26 12,10,7,6,1 5,4,1,0

(table continued on following page)
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(table continued)

Media
Presentation Script Group Reading Achievement

1 2

27 6,6,6,5 8,6,3,2,2
28 10,10,10,6,6 7,14,14,3

1 29 11,8,8,6,5 9,7,5
30 8,5 5,5,3,3

4
31 10,10,8,7,5 7,7,6,5,1
32 12,12,5 11,3,3

2 33 11,11,11 8,8
314 7 9,5,2,1

35 9,7 4,3,2
36 11,8,5 9,3

1 37 11,109 8,5
v". 38

39
12,8,8,7
11,10,8,8,6 610,9,5,1,5,5,4

5
MP MI

140 12,104,4 11,4,4
41 11,9,8 9,3,0,0

2 142 10,8 5,2
143 10,8,4,4 11,9,i
44 11,8,7,6 6,4,2,1

Reading Achievement: 1 =High
2 = Low

Script: 1 = How They Lived
2 =Their History

Media Presentation: 1 = Print
2 =Sound
3 = Print/

Pictures
4 =Print/

Sound
5 = Pictures/

Sound
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C. Attitude Scores

Individual Raw Scores on attitude test in 5 x2 x2

Research Design Format

MEDIA PRESENTATION MODE

Reading
Achieve-
ment

Script Print

1

I

Sound

2

Print/
Pictures

3

Print/
Sound

4

Pictures/
Sound

5
.

29 18 26 18 31 20 31 22.5 32 21
28 18 25 17 28 20 30 22 31 21
26 18 24 16 26 19 29 20 30 20
23 17 19 16 26 19 29 20 29 19

1 1 22 15 19 15 24 16 27 20 27 19
20 14 19 15 23 16 27 19 26 17
20 14 19 13 22 15 25 16 23 15
20 13 18 8 21 14 24 16 23 13

. ,

28 21 25 22 31 23 31 24 30 22
28 21 25 19 30 22.530 22 29 21
26 21 25 18 28 22 28 22 29 21
26 20 24 15 28 20 28 22 28 19

1 2 25 18 23 14 25 16 27 18.5 27 16
25 16 23 14 25 15 27 17 26 15
25 14 23 13 25 13 26 15 25 13
24 13 22 12 25 10 26 13 24 12

29 20 32 21 26 19 28 23 31 23
26 19 28 21 24.519 27 22 31 23
24 18 27 20 23 16 27 22 30 22
24 17 26 19 23 15 26 22 28 21

2 1 24 17 25 18 23 14 26 21 27 20
23 15 25 17 22 14 26 18 25 17
22 14 22 14 20 13 25 12 25 15
20 11 21 1.4 20 11 25 10 23 11

(table continued on next page)
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(table continuation)

--

Reading
Achieve-
meet

Scrip Print

1

Sound

2

Print/
Pictures

3

Print/
Sound

4

Pictures/
Sound

5

30 16 27 17 26 19 31 24 32 17
26.515 26 15 24 19 29 23 29 17
25 14 24 14 23 18.528 20 28 15

2 2
24 12
23 10

23.514
22 13

23
22

18
18

28
28

20
20

28
24

14
14

18.510 21 13 22 16 25 17 21 14
18 8 19 9 21 16 25 17 20 13
18 8 18 9 21 13 24 12 17 13


